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Dear readers,
In 2017, we have been able to reach some important turning points

integrated in automated packaging lines, as well as our wide

in our further expansion towards “Better Processing” - with the

range of packaging solutions. We will also be presenting an auto-

acquisition of a majority share in TVI and the takeover of the slicer

mated traysealer line, in which a TVI portioner is integrated, for

branch of VC999, as well as the continued expansion of our Sys-

the packaging of sliced fresh meat. Another of the trade fair high-

tems business and the formation of further strategic alliances.

lights will be a complete slicer line, of which one of its many

Thanks to our comprehensive expertise in line construction and

features is a very small footprint. Particular attention will also be

automation, we are in a position today to be able to offer our

focused on the presentation of the X-line, our new generation of

customers integrated solutions from one source for processing,

thermoforming packaging machines. As a result of its seamless

portioning, slicing and end-of-line.

digitalisation, comprehensive sensor system and networking

In addition to developing new areas of business, we have

with the MULTIVAC Cloud, the X-line creates a new dimension,

also been able to continue developing our existing Business

when it comes to packaging reliability, quality, performance and

Units successfully. As an example, our Systems division, which

future-proofness.

focuses on automation equipment for packaging solutions, can

We have put these and other topics together for you in the

now look back on its ten year anniversary. In these last ten years

current UPDATE edition - I wish you a lot of enjoyment while

we have successfully completed more than 400 projects in total

reading it.

for customers and installed more than 600 robots. In this sector
we will continue to work on optimising our total solutions for dif-

With very best wishes

ferent market segments - not just for the food sector, but also for
the medical and pharmaceutical industries, as well as manufacturers of industrial products. This includes a focus on the expansion of higher-level control functions for complete lines, since the
progress of digitalisation marches on rapidly.
We will be presenting our extensive expertise in line automation at Anuga FoodTec 2018, where for the first time we

Yours sincerely,

will be exhibiting portioning and slicer systems, which are fully

Hans-Joachim Boekstegers
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X-LINE RECEIVES THE GOLD
INTERNATIONAL FOODTEC
AWARD 2018
The MULTIVAC X-line, a new generation of thermoform packaging
machines, has been given the Gold International FoodTec Award 2018
at Anuga FoodTec. The X-line sets a new benchmark in the market thanks to its range of innovative technology. As a result of
its seamless digitalisation, comprehensive sensor system
and networking with the MULTIVAC Cloud, it creates a
new dimension, when it comes to packaging reliability, quality, and performance. In conjunction with its
trade fair partners, the German Agricultural Society
(Deutsche Landwirtschafts-Gesellschaft DLG
e.V) gives the International FoodTec Award to
groundbreaking developments in innovation, sustainability and efficiency in the
sector of food technology.
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MULTIVAC AUSTRALIA:
EVENT FOR THE DAIRY
INDUSTRY

D

ay under the dairy banner: in October 2017
MULTIVAC Australia organised the first
“Dairy Industry Day” in conjunction with

the Dairy Industry Association of Australia. More
than 30 guests attended the exclusive event,
which hosted presentations on the subject of
cheese packing and slicing. Using five different exhibition stations, the Heads of the Business Units
and a number of MULTIVAC technicians showed
machine demonstrations on a range of packaging
machines, including the R 145 thermoforming
packaging machine, the T 200 traysealer, the B 325
chamber belt machine and some other machines
from third-party suppliers. The day also offered the
participants some time for networking. Since the
event was well received by all involved, similar
dates are already planned for this year.

MULTIVAC AUSTRALIA AT FOODPRO 2017

S

uccessful presence at trade fair: In July 2017 MULTIVAC

ers, slicers and other solutions from MULTIVAC partners. A total

Australia showed its expanded product portfolio for food

of 60 staff were deployed on the stand at the four-day trade fair,

packaging and processing at FoodPro in Sydney. Leading

of which 40 were from Australia, six from New Zealand and 14

manufacturers from Australia and around the world were rep-

international guests from MULTIVAC partner companies. To mark

resented at the trade fair, exhibiting innovative technology and

the end of the trade fair, a tour of Sydney harbour was arranged

groundbreaking solutions for all stages of food processing. The

for the MULTIVAC team and a number of selected customers.

theme for the trade fair adopted by MULTIVAC Australia was

Thanks to the commitment and hard work of all involved, the

“The DNA of Better Packaging & Processing” - the same as that

trade fair was a great success for MULTIVAC Australia. The ex-

for interpack in Germany - and the cooperation with TVI was one

hibition stand was also honoured with the “Best Stand Award”

of the highlights. More than 30 machines were shown on the

from the media company Diversified Australia.

stand - these included small MULTIVAC chamber machines, fill-

MULTIVAC OPENS NEW SALES OFFICE IN QUITO

O

pening ceremony: In October

of Industry and Commerce. Jairo Rodri-

Customers can become acquainted with

2017 MULTIVAC’s new Sales of-

guez, Managing Director of MULTIVAC

MULTIVAC technology in the showroom,

fice was officially opened in Qui-

Colombia and Ecuador, showed the new

as well as conduct packaging tests on dif-

to / Ecuador with an Open Door Day. In

offices and showroom to the visitors

ferent equipment systems and draw on

addition to a large number of customers

and also presented the team in Ecuador,

the experience of experts, so that they

and strategic partners, the guests also

which will look after sales in this market.

can find efficient solutions for their partic-

included Monica Jativa, EU Commerce

The office, which is located in Eloy Alfaro

ular requirements - whether that is in the

Officer for Ecuador, and Jörg Zehnle,

Avenue, one of the best areas in the cap-

packaging or processing sector.

CEO of the German-Ecuadorian Chamber

ital, is well situated and easily accessible.

PRODUCTION FACILITY IN BULGARIA GOES INTO OPERATION

N

ew production site: The new production facility in Sofia, Bulgaria, has been in operation for just a few weeks.
The factory is situated in the industrial area of Bozhu-

rishte and has a total surface area of around 20,000 square
metres. In addition to a factory building with the latest technology for the production of parts, the complex also includes
a state-of-the-art Logistics Center, an administration building
and a Training Center. The offices, test kitchen and showroom
take up a surface area of around 7,000 square metres. The

IT and Purchasing departments have also been accommodated in the complex, and a Research & Development department has been created there as well. More than 150 secure
jobs in the region have been created with the new factory.
Various initiatives were started by the company as far back
as 2015 to attract young professionals to MULTIVAC, among
them those in the IT and Logistics sectors.
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MULTIVAC

CANADA
2007 – 2017

MULTIVAC CANADA CELEBRATES
ITS 10TH BIRTHDAY

A

nniversary: In September 2017 as part of its ten-year celebrations, MULTIVAC Canada organised a Customer Day
for its industry partners and customers, as well as a Fam-

ily Day for all its staff and their families. Customers from the dairy,
meat, fish and seafood sectors were received in the Innovation
Center. The agenda included presentations by representatives
of NSF International on the subjects of “Modified Atmosphere
Packaging - Case Studies and Determining Shelf Life” as well as
“Food labelling - Current legislation in Canada and the USA”. On
the following day the staff of MULTIVAC Canada and their families
were able to enjoy an Open Day with machine demonstrations,
music, activities for the children and plenty of food. Canadian and
German food specialities were served on both days.

MULTIVAC CHILE EXHIBITS AT ESPACIO FOOD & SERVICE

S

uccessful presence at trade fair: In September 2017

Food companies, particularly new firms, are always developing

MULTIVAC Chile was once again represented on its

interesting products - not only for the domestic market but also

stand at Espacio Food & Service in Santiago, the leading

for export. MULTIVAC is an important partner, providing a wide

trade fair for the Chilean food sector. The event is also an im-

range of machines, which support these companies in both small

portant meeting point for this sector throughout Latin America.

and large projects,” explains Maria Justiniano, Marketing Direc-

The highly modern exhibition stand featured packaging solutions

tor at MULTIVAC Chile. In addition to presenting the packaging

for producing vacuum packs, which meet the requirements of

machines, the MULTIVAC team also answered questions from

hotels, restaurants, catering businesses, and food companies.

visitors on consumable materials, spare parts and the overhaul

The exhibits included various BASELINE chamber machines and

of existing machines.

traysealers, among them the T 300. “The food industry is particularly important for Chile and is a driver for the country’s growth.

MULTIVAC CHILE ORGANISES TRAINING FOR PF ALIMENTOS

C

ustomer training in style: In

of company history, is one of the leading

October 2017 the MULTIVAC

market players in the Chilean food sector

Training Center for Latin

and employs more than 3,000 staff. Its

America organised training in Talca

product range includes sausages, ham,

for the staff of the food customer,

mortadella, salami, spreads for bread and

PF Alimentos, which has a total of

also latterly ready meals and frozen piz-

five production factories. “With

zas. PF Alimentos has installed more than

more than one hundred participants,

16 MULTIVAC thermoforming packaging

it was one of the largest training

machines and chamber machines at its

courses, which we have ever con-

production sites. “Due to the high num-

ducted. In the last two years we

ber of participants, we had to divide our

have run training courses in Latin

course into four groups. Each group had

America to improve the efficiency of

20 training hours on the topics of machine

the MULTIVAC machines installed

use, vacuum applications, cleaning and

here, to minimise any possible risks

troubleshooting,” explains trainer Manuel

and to improve the packaging pro-

Manquemilla. The participants came from

cedures at our customers,” explains

all the production sites. As well as machine

Enrique Klingenberg, General Man-

operators, some production managers

ager at MULTIVAC Chile.

and technicians from the Machine main-

PF Alimentos, a family-owned
company with more than 110 years

tenance and Quality control departments
were also represented.
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RENOVATION WORK AT MULTIVAC ITALY

R

econstruction work: MULTIVAC

also modernised. It is here that the most

Italy has extensively renovated its

representative machines are displayed,

headquarters in Corsico. In De-

and there are regular packaging trials and

cember 2016 the first renovation phase

training courses for customers, as well as

was completed with the reconstruction of

MULTIVAC technicians.

the Main administration and Sales offices.

Renovation work was also carried out

Particular attention was paid to the Recep-

to the areas for the Technical services and

tion area, as well as the building materials

Spare parts departments, which have

used generally in the renovation, which

been equipped for several years now with

were designed to optimise energy con-

facilities for the servicing and repairing of

sumption. Sustainability played a central

heating and sealing plates. This service is

role in the overall renovation work.

highly regarded by customers thanks to

The renovation project was continued
in 2017, during which the showroom was

MULTIVAC FRANCE MEETS CUSTOMERS: OPEN
DAYS AND CFIA

S

uccessful events: For 3 days

The reaction of the visitors was very

in October 2017 MULTIVAC

positive.

France opened its showroom to

In March 2018 MULTIVAC France

customers, press representatives and

was once again represented on its stand

other interested parties from the food

at CFIA in Rennes. The MULTIVAC team

sector. Around 50 visitors accepted the

used the annual meeting of companies

invitation to gather information about

in the food sector to present its latest

MultiFresh™ packaging solutions and

packaging solutions and to exchange

MULTIVAC traysealers and thermo-

information with customers and other

forming packaging machines for pro-

representatives from the sector.

ducing high-quality vacuum skin packs.

the rapid processing and high quality of
the work.

OPEN WEEK @ MULTIVAC MEXICO

F

ocus on food: In August 2017

meals, fruit and vegetables – visited

MULTIVAC Mexico opened its

the MULTIVAC subsidiary in Santa

doors for a week to customers

Fe, so they could gather information

and other interested parties from the

about the latest MULTIVAC packaging

food sector. As part of the Open Week,

solutions for their particular require-

ten companies from a wide range of

ments. The focus was on the compact

food sectors – dairy, fish, meat, ready

R 105 MF, the T 300, and the B 210.

MULTIVAC SPAIN AND THE MIQUEL BIADA INSTITUTE: JOINT OCCUPATIONAL
TRAINING

T

raining partnership: In March 2017 MULTIVAC Spain

aim is to offer the students positions in the company, so that they

signed a cooperation agreement with the Miquel Biada

can combine theory and practice during their training. Working

Institute. This committed MULTIVAC to taking on 15 of the

in cooperation with the Institute, MULTIVAC has also set up a

Institute’s students, who are completing their occupational train-

jobs forum to make it easier for the students to integrate into

ing at middle or higher level as part of a

the world of work, and the packaging specialist is also providing

dual system, on a contractual basis

technical training for the teaching staff by offering free access to

over the next three years. The

its training courses, technology updates and teaching aids.

MULTIVAC TURKEY MOVES INTO NEW
OFFICE SPACE

N

ew offices, same proven service: In the summer of 2017
MULTIVAC Turkey moved into new office space in Istanbul. Following a two-month reconstruction phase, the

six-storey office building was officially inaugurated as part of an
event for the staff. MULTIVAC customers can continue to have
trust in the proven service by contacting the same team under
the old e-mail addresses and direct dial numbers.
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MULTIVAC AT AGROWORLD KAZAKHSTAN 2017

S

uccessful presence at trade fair:

this Central Asian region. The trade fair

thermoforming packaging machine, the

In November 2017 MULTIVAC

is aimed at food producers, particularly

BASELINE P 300 chamber machine and

was once again represented on

those in the meat, dairy, fruit and veg-

other solutions such as checkweighers, la-

its stand at AgroWorld Kazakhstan in Al-

etable sectors, as well as trading com-

bellers, and vacuum fillers from third-par-

maty, the 12th International Trade Fair in

panies. The exhibits included the R 105

ty suppliers.

MULTIVAC IS EXPANDING CAPACITY AT ITS
ENGER PRODUCTION SITE

C

onstruction of new hall: The pro-

accordance with the latest energy-sav-

duction capacity at MULTIVAC

ing regulations and renewable energy

Marking & Inspection in Enger

legislation. “With this extension to our

is being expanded with a brand new

production hall, we primarily want to

production hall - and this will also bene-

expand our production capacity in the

fit the logistics and assembly process-

sectors of conveyor belt labellers and

es. The building work was started in

inspection systems, so that we can

2017, and the planned date for putting

meet the constantly increasing demand

the new production hall into operation

for these solutions,” explains Volker

is Spring 2018.

Gerloff, CEO of MULTIVAC Marking &

After the new building has been

Inspection. “Parallel to this, we will also

completed, the current operating area

use the opportunity after completion of

of around 5,800 m² will increase by

the building work to further optimise

approx. 1,600 m². Around 900 m² will

our logistics and assembly processes”

be taken up by the new Assembly/

This will involve reorganizing all the pro-

Production and Logistics areas, while

cess sequences in Goods Inward and

300 m² will be made available for

Stores, as well as in the Machining,

machining and welding. In addition to

Assembly and Dispatch departments.

this, some 30 new office spaces will be

A new shopfloor management system

created in an area of 370 m² on the top

will also be introduced at the Enger

floor.

site in order to ensure more efficient

MULTIVAC is investing in total

planning and monitoring of operating

around 2.5 million euros in the new

processes, as well as a higher level of

production hall, which, with its rein-

transparency, shorter reaction times

forced concrete supporting structure

and improved handling of resources.

and its flat roof made of trapezoidal
steel sheets, is being constructed in

MULTIVAC USA CELEBRATES ITS 30TH
BIRTHDAY

C

ompany anniversary: In October
2017 MULTIVAC Inc. marked its 30th
anniversary as a MULTIVAC subsidi-

ary. To celebrate this milestone, an industry
event was organised lasting several days.
Around 300 customers, partner companies and suppliers took up the invitation. In
addition to presentations by several guest
speakers, the focus of attention was on the
new X-line machine generation, which was
being presented for the first time on the US
market. The program of events was rounded off with the presentation of the recently
expanded state-of-the-art Innovation Center
and the new Production Hall 3, which increases the production area to a total of approx. 4,650 square metres (50,000 square
feet). “It was a great event, which gave us
the opportunity to express our appreciation
of our customers. They have played a major part in our success in the last three decades,” says Jim Campbell, President / CEO
of MULTIVAC USA.

MULTIVAC PORTUGAL PRESENTS SOLUTIONS FROM TVI

F

ocus on TVI: In October 2017 MULTIVAC Portugal opened

portioner and the precise weights achieved.

its doors for a week to its customer to show the meat in-

The T 300 with its skin packs

dustry the features of the GSM 520 portioning system from

was also well received by

TVI - both as a stand-alone solution and integrated part of a packaging line. A T 300 traysealer for producing MAP and skin packs
was also shown. Seven appointed times were allocated through
the course of the week, so that customers had sufficient time to
fully test the machines on display. The reaction to the event was
very positive from all sectors of the fresh meat industry
– from pork to poultry and beef. The focus was on the
flexibility of the machines, as well as the possibility of
expanding existing lines thanks to the modular design of
the equipment. This means customers can easily upgrade
to a more automated process, as their business starts to grow.
The participants were highly impressed with the quality of the

the visitors.
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MULTIVAC UK AND TULIP LTD ORGANIZE MASTER CLASS FOR APPRENTICES

D

ay under the banner of training: In conjunction with

familiar in their daily lives, and explaining to them the processes

one of its most important customers, Tulip Limited,

and work carried out at the headquarters in Swindon. The appren-

MULTIVAC UK organised a master class for appren-

tices were split into three groups to undertake practical exercises

tices in May 2017 at its Swindon site. The participants numbered

on the machines. These workshop topics included fault-finding

around 20 apprentices, among them, students in their first train-

and troubleshooting on a thermoforming packaging machine,

ing year at Birmingham Metropolitan College (BMet) and ap-

general servicing work on a range of machines, as well as the

prentices in their second year at Tulip Ltd. Both companies want

complete disassembly and reassembly of a sealing station. And

to develop young talent, and so the packaging specialists from

finally the full MULTIVAC product range in the new showroom

Swindon were delighted to give the apprentices an insight into

was also presented to the young visitors. The day was a great

the company. The event gave MULTIVAC the opportunity of show-

success – and both companies want to offer similar events for

ing the apprentices more of the machines, with which they were

future apprentices.

MULTIVAC NETHERLANDS: EXTENDING THE
SHELF LIFE OF FRESH FOOD

S

eries of events on all aspects of

traysealing technology and on the char-

packaging fresh food: In Septem-

acteristics and opportunities for different

ber 2017 MULTIVAC Netherlands

trays and films. Guest speaker Ronald

invited customers from the food sector

Lugtenburg from Linde Gas explained

to learn all about “Extended shelf life of

how the shelf life of fresh products can

packaged fresh food.” Around 80 partic-

be extended through the use of modified

ipants accepted the invitation - among

atmosphere in the packaging procedure.

them manufacturers of meat, fish and

Machine demonstrations of different

bakery products, as well as fruit and

traysealers rounded off the events: On

vegetables, dairy products, ready meals,

show were the T 200 with MAP and skin

sauces and spices. Two evening events

packing, the T 300 with MAP, skin pack-

were explicitly directed at young compa-

ing and labelling, as well as the G 700

nies that produce fresh food, as well as

traysealer.

at businesses that manufacture smaller

During

the

event,

the

quantities. Two other events in the after-

MULTIVAC team conducted a survey of

noon were specially organized for larger

the customers present and the experts

and more experienced food producers,

on the subject of “Extended shelf life of

as well as for companies producing large

packaged fresh food”. A short video of

quantities. Mart de Koning, Sales Man-

this is available on the YouTube account

ager, and André Baars, Film Specialist, at

of the MULTIVAC Group at the following

MULTIVAC Netherlands gave lectures on

address: https://youtu.be/vi3H77bsBRI

MULTIVAC SUBSIDIARIES ASSUME
RESPONSIBILITY FOR TVI SALES

T

he integration of TVI into the MULTIVAC Group

MULTIVAC RECEIVES DELEGATION
FROM TURKEY AND KAZAKHSTAN

marches on: with the exception of Spain and the
USA, the worldwide sales of the entire TVI equip-

ment range were taken over exclusively by the MULTIVAC
subsidiaries with effect from 1 January 2018. The sale of these
products in Spain will be taken over by MULTIVAC in April 2018,
while in the USA the provisional date is the middle of this year.
In the case of customers in Germany, TVI will continue to remain the first contact point. TVI will maintain close contact with
the Sales team of MULTIVAC Germany, so customers in the
food sector can continue to be supported with integrated solutions from one source.
MULTIVAC and TVI will be represented at Anuga FoodTec
2018 with a joint presence at a trade fair for the first time. Comprehensive expertise in packaging lines and automation will be
the focus of the company’s presence at the trade fair. In addition to its many packaging solutions, it will also be presenting
for the first time its portioning systems from TVI, which are fully
integrated in automated packaging lines. One example is an
automated traysealer line with integrated portioner, which will
show packing sliced fresh meat. Live demonstrations by TVI in

F

actory visit: In July 2017 MULTIVAC received a
group of Turkish visitors at the Group headquarters.
As part of the “Bayern – fit for partnership” pro-

gram, the participants from around 25 companies in the dairy
sector attended seminars and visited various firms throughout
Germany on a one-week tour. The agenda in Wolfertschwenden
included a number of lectures and machine presentations on all
aspects of cheese packaging. Turkey is an important market for
MULTIVAC; since 2008 the packaging specialist from the Allgäu
has been represented in the country with its own subsidiary in
Istanbul.
In July 2017 eight customers from the food industry in
Kazakhstan were also received as guests in Wolfertschwenden. The main topics for discussion were packaging trends
such as MultiFresh™ vacuum skin packs and the Mylar COOK
packaging system. The visitors were then invited to view the
ultramodern Production and Assembly departments at the Wolfertschwenden site.

a marquee in the outside grounds will round off the company’s
varied attractions at the trade fair.

GERMAN LOGISTICS ASSOCIATION (BUNDESVEREINIGUNG LOGISTIK) AS
GUESTS OF MULTIVAC

F

ocus on logistics: What challenges

den. Following an address by Prof. Dr.-Ing.

the logistical challenges at MULTIVAC”.

do logistics hold for a globally oper-

Hartwig Baumgärtel, deputy spokesman

The visitors were then able to participate

ating machine manufacturer? This

for the Allgäu/ Bodensee branch of the

in a live demonstration in the Training & In-

was the question faced by the members

BVL, the Head of Logistics at MULTIVAC,

novation Center of MULTIVAC’s thermo-

of the Allgäu/Bodensee branch of the

Volker Starrach, made an introductory

forming packaging machines, traysealers

Bundesvereinigung Logistik (BVL) during

presentation on behalf of the company.

and automation solutions. At the end of

their factory visit at MULTIVAC. In May

Together with Wolfgang Nollenberger, Se-

the visit during a factory tour, they also

2017 over 40 participants, many of them

nior Manager of Retrofit Department, he

gained an insight into the machine manu-

professionals and students in the field of

also gave a lecture on the subject of “The

facturer’s state-of-the-art production facil-

logistics, visited the headquarters of the

balancing act between spare parts logis-

ities and new Logistics Center.

packaging specialist in Wolfertschwen-

tics and production supply – an insight into
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MULTIVAC GERMANY ISSUES AN
INVITATION TO THE 7TH TECHNICAL FORUM

F

ocus on technology: At the end of October 2017
MULTIVAC Germany once again invited selected customers to the Technical Forum in Wolfertschwenden.

This was the seventh occasion, on which the event had taken

MULTIVAC AND TVI ARE BUILDING A
JOINT PRODUCTION AND OFFICE
COMPLEX

N

ew building: Following the acquisition of a majority shareholding in TVI Entwicklung und Produktion GmbH, the
market leader in meat portioning machines and complete

portioning systems, MULTIVAC made a strategically important

place, and it received once again a very positive reception.

step in 2017 in being able to offer complete production lines from

Eight customers from the meat, sausage and bakery prod-

one source in future. In order to be able to meet further expan-

ucts industries throughout Germany travelled to the Allgäu

sion, MULTIVAC and TVI are jointly investing in a new production

to learn about trends in the packaging industry, particularly in

and office building with a Demonstration and Customer Center.

the areas of digitalisation, automation and Industry 4.0. The

This is due to be opened in 2018 at the new Bruckmühl site. In

highlight of the event was the X-line machine on display, a

addition to state-of-the-art production and office facilities, there

new generation of thermoforming packaging machines. The

will also be a Technology Center, where development and trials

customers appreciated the detailed exchange of information

for customers, as well as training courses, will be carried out.

with MULTIVAC and the opportunity to experience the inno-

Workplaces for up to 250 staff will be created with a surface area

vations live on site.

of 18,000 square metres, and this will include training places for
a wide range of technical disciplines.

MULTIVAC TAKES OVER THE SLICER DIVISION OF VC999

E

xpansion of line expertise: On 1 December 2017

round off the slicer range, MULTIVAC has recently completed

MULTIVAC took over the slicing activities of VC999.

further strategic alliances with industrial partners. The BIZERBA

Thanks to this further strategically important step in

slicer portfolio in the smaller output range has been part of the

the direction of “Better Processing”, MULTIVAC is now in a posi-

MULTIVAC Group’s offer worldwide in recent times, and this

tion to be able to offer complete packaging lines for sliced prod-

range of slicers perfectly complements the Group’s portfolio

ucts such as cheese, sliced meats, and ham from one source.

of packaging machines for the production of small and medi-

MULTIVAC will continue to use the

current VC999 slicer

um-sized batches. In order to meet the requirements in the

production site at Buchenau (Dautphetal) as the Development

high-output sector, MULTIVAC will in future market FORMAX

Center and manufacturing location for prototypes. The mass pro-

slicers from PROVISUR in selected regions.

duction of slicers will take place at MULTIVAC’s headquarters

With its entry into the slicer business, MULTIVAC is fulfilling

in Wolfertschwenden. Extensive investment for this in a highly

an essential precondition for optimising the level of slicer integra-

modern production site is being planned, and this will include

tion in automated packaging lines, with the aim of not just reduc-

a state-of-the-art facility for application technology. Complete

ing the footprint of automatic slicer lines but also increasing the

slicer lines are now available at the Wolfertschwenden site for

output capability of these solutions. In future all MULTIVAC prod-

carrying out customer trials.

ucts, including slicers and loading equipment, will be operated

The slicer division of VC999 is a comparatively young business unit, founded just five years ago as part of the VC999 company, which has been operating successfully for many years in
the packaging machine sector. The slicer division manufactures
state-of-the-art slicer solutions for use on an industrial scale,
which meet the highest hygiene requirements and have a modular design. VC999 has decided for strategic reasons to divest
itself of this business unit.

SLICER LINES IN ALL OUTPUT CATEGORIES
The acquisition is an important step for MULTIVAC in the slicer
sector. It means MULTIVAC is now able to offer its customers
complete slicing and packaging lines in all output categories. To

via a unified control platform.
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SECRETARY OF STATE, FRANZ JOSEF PSCHIERER, VISITS MULTIVAC

E

xchange of political ideas: In July 2017 Franz Josef Pschierer,

into operation. Following a presentation about the company, the

Secretary of State in the Bavarian Ministry of Commerce,

visitors were given a machine demonstration in the Training &

Media, Energy and Technology, together with Peter Ott-

Innovation Center, before enjoying a factory tour through the Pro-

mann, CEO of the Nuremberg Trade Fair company, Klaus Holet-

duction departments and Logistics Center.

schek, Member for Memmingen in the Bavarian Parliament, and

“MULTIVAC is a flagship company in the Allgäu region. The

Eugen Wölfle, Mayor of Wolfertschwenden, visited MULTIVAC’s

new Logistics Center is a clear affirmation of faith in the Wolf-

headquarters in Wolfertschwenden. The guests were received by

ertschwenden site and shows that innovative companies can be

Directors Hans-Joachim Boekstegers, Group CEO and spokes-

successful outside the large metropolitan areas. They contribute

man, and Christian Traumann, Group CFO.

to creating wealth and providing secure local jobs in the region.

The reason for the visit to the company was an exchange of

This commitment to the region is one of the reasons Bavaria

ideas on regional subjects, such as the importance of MULTIVAC at

comes out well in all key economic data. In our region we have in

the Wolfertschwenden site as one of the largest employers in the

effect full employment, and we owe this to the many companies,

region. The influence of digitalisation at MULTIVAC was also dis-

who are active throughout Bavaria,” said Secretary of State, Franz

cussed, and an insight given into the new logistics concept, which

Josef Pschierer.

has been implemented since the new Logistics Center was put

MULTIVAC AS PART OF “SILICON ALLGÄU”

D

igitalisation in the Allgäu region:

events under the title of “Silicon Allgäu”

subject of “Digitalisation and Infrastruc-

What consequences does con-

to examine the digitalisation strategy of

ture” with companies from the Allgäu and

tinuing digitalisation have for com-

companies, who have their headquarters

Dr Markus Söder, Bavarian Finance and

in the Allgäu region.

Home Affairs Minister, as well as desig-

panies in the Allgäu? And what opportunities does this megatrend offer? How is

At the end of January 2018 it was

nated Bavarian First Minister. Around 180

this changing business models, customer

the turn of MULTIVAC to play host to the

visitors took part in the exclusive event,

relationships and demands on employees

series of events. In addition to a presenta-

and there were lively and sometimes con-

and management? In conjunction with the

tion on digitalisation at MULTIVAC by Dr

tentious discussions about subjects relat-

IT company SCALTEL AG, the “Allgäuer

Marius Grathwohl, Head of Digitalisation,

ing to infrastructure in the Allgäu.

Zeitung” newspaper initiated a series of

there was also a podium discussion on the

TRANSFER OF KNOWLEDGE ON INDUSTRY 4.0 PRACTICE

F

ocus on digitalisation: In November 2017 MULTIVAC organ-

as well as Dominik Rotter, Senior Manager for Online Marketing

ised a seminar on the subject of Industry 4.0 in conjunction

& E-Commerce at MULTIVAC, and Silvano Nardelli, Head of the

with the Faculty of Machine Construction at the University

MULTIVAC Logistics Center, gave lectures at the university on

of Kempten. The event took place on the initiative of Professor Dr

the digitalisation projects currently being pursued by the com-

Irene Weber, and it was aimed at students studying Industrial En-

pany. These included the company’s own webshop and digital

gineering with special focus on machine design and construction.

Logistics Center, as well as the Internet of Things (IoT) and Smart

For MULTIVAC digitalisation is an important subject for the

Services.

future. In addition to the digitalisation of the company’s own busi-

Subsequently all the participants were invited to a factory

ness processes, it also includes providing MULTIVAC customers

tour in Wolfertschwenden, including a visit around the Logis-

with digital services relating to their packaging procedures, as

tics Center and a live demonstration of an X-line thermoforming

well as developing new types of digital-driven business mod-

packaging machine. The feedback from all 22 participants was

els. Dr Marius Grathwohl, Head of Digitalisation at MULTIVAC,

resoundingly positive.
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A LOT OF VARIETY FOR THE YOUNGER GENERATION
Whether it is support during holidays, school mentoring or

management company, “SpoSpiTo - bringt Kinder in Bewe-

imparting knowledge, MULTIVAC is engaged in many differ-

gung”. The children could let off steam there and try all the dif-

ent initiatives for children and young people in the region

ferent sports equipment. The “multiKids Day” was initiated by

S

ummer holiday program: In 2017 around 100 children

MULTIVAC in 2016 and takes place in partnership with the Wolf-

between five and ten of MULTIVAC staff took part in the

ertschwenden Children’s Nursery.

summer holiday program, which was organised in Wolf-

Radio program at MULTIVAC: How does the cheese get

ertschwenden by MULTIVAC. In the first half of August the chil-

into the pack? In October 2017 the answer to this question was

dren were able to experiment, learn, and make things to their

given to 24 children between the age of 7 and 13, who were at

heart’s content for a week in five different activity worlds. The

MULTIVAC Wolfertschwenden with their parents. MULTIVAC took

summer holiday program, which was conducted by the indepen-

part in the seventh “Door-opener Day” radio program (West-

dent charitable organisation, ScienceLab e.V, took place for the

deutscher Rundfunk, WDR) featuring an event for families. The

sixth time. The program included exciting subjects from natural

participants put various everyday packs under the microscope.

science and technology, which were tuned to the particular age

Under the guidance of the MULTIVAC team, they learned how a

groups of the children, and from which they could learn through

vacuum pack is produced, what vacuum is and why a pack some-

play. An idea that not only meets with the approval of the parents,

times “hisses” softly when it is opened. The theoretical knowl-

but above all provides the children with a great deal of enjoyment.

edge was then played out in a practical exercise, which provided

“multiKids Day”: In November 2017 MULTIVAC even

a lot of fun to all involved. Since 2011 several hundred establish-

organised several childcare days in Wolfertschwenden on public

ments, companies, research laboratories, associations and other

holidays for around 60 children from the age of six to twelve.

workplaces throughout Germany have been opening their doors

Whether it was adventure stories, sports playground or just
pottering about, there were plenty of activities on offer during
“multiKids Day”. There were four very varied play stations for
children from the first to the fifth class in the children’s nursery
in Wolfertschwenden. As a further highlight, the gymnastics hall
was converted into a large adventure playground by the event

to WDR’s “Door-opener Day”, so that interesting facts can be
illustrated “live” through entertaining documentary stories.
Education partnership: MULTIVAC and the primary schools
at Benningen-Lachen, Dietmannsried and Ottobeuren are jointly
committed to more knowledge. The company has been supporting these primary schools since Autumn 2017 as part of a so-called
education partnership. As a member of the “Wissenfabrik
- Unternehmen für Deutschland e.V”, an initiative throughout Germany promoting the “Knowledge Factory” concept,
MULTIVAC is bringing the “KiTec” project (Children discover technology) to these three primary schools with
immediate effect. The project conveys exciting insights

KiTec

into the world of technology to children from the first to
the fourth class. As far back as 2016, MULTIVAC was
already undertaking these education partnerships with

Kinder entdecken Techn ik

the three primary schools at Wolfertschwenden, Woringen and Bad Grönenbach. MULTIVAC provides all the
partner primary schools with modern technology kits,
educational material and know-how. KiTec is a project
by the Knowledge Factory, which is an initiative by
companies and entrepreneurial
foundations to promote education and entrepreneurship in
Germany. MULTIVAC has been
committed to the Knowledge
Factory since 2015.

TRAINING @ MULTIVAC

OPEN DAY AT TRAINING WORKSHOP

I

34 NEW APPRENTICES

nfo Day for apprentices: In July 2017 MULTIVAC once again

Start of training: On 1 September 2017 MULTIVAC welcomed 34

opened its Apprentice training workshop to school pupils and

young people starting their career future in Wolfertschwenden. A

their parents in the region. Around 180 visitors used the op-

new workforce generation was recruited for the professions of

portunity to gather information about the wide range of occupa-

industrial buyers, IT specialists for system integration and appli-

tional training on offer from the packaging specialist. As one of

cation development, warehouse logistics specialists, technical

the largest employers in the region, MULTIVAC trains young peo-

product designers, mechatronic engineers, electronic engineers

ple in twelve occupational professions - in skilled trade, technical

for automation technology, cutting and grinding equipment oper-

and commercial areas, as well as IT. The students received an

ators, as well as machine construction and assembly technicians.

insight at various training stations into the different occupational

The first days of training are always about finding your feet. The

professions. A presentation by some of the current apprentices

apprentices received a first insight into the history, company

from different company departments, as well as tips for those

culture and products of MULTIVAC. There were also various out-

applying for training, were all well received by the participants.

door activities in the induction program such as raft building and

The event took place as part of the third official “Packaging Day”,

canoeing on the Rottachsee lake. Finally to round off the varied

which was created by the German Packaging Institute (Deutsch-

program of events, there was some guidance and training for the

es Verpackungsinstitut e.V.). The aim of this initiative is to provide

new apprentices on the “do’s and don’ts”, which was great fun

information about the importance of packaging and the capabili-

for all involved.

ties of its players, as well as making it easier for school pupils and
students to find a profession in the packaging sector.
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“WE WANT TO CREATE
ADDED VALUE FOR OUR
CUSTOMERS WITH OUR
LINE EXPERTISE.”
Interview with Tom Stachel,
Head of Slicer Business Unit
The founding of a business unit for slicers was another important strategic step for MULTIVAC in the direction of “Better Processing”. This means the packaging specialist is now in a position to offer complete packaging lines for sliced products such
as cheese, sliced meats and ham from one single source. We
spoke to Tom Stachel, Head of Slicer Business Unit, about the
objectives of this new business unit.

Tom Stachel, Head of Slicer Business Unit
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Mr Stachel, last year MULTIVAC
founded a new business unit for
developing and designing slicers. What can you tell our readers
about the current position?

I

n recent months we have laid the
foundation for our new slicing
business. Due to the successful
acquisition of VC999’s slicer
activities at the end of 2017, there
has been a significant acceleration
in building up the new business unit.
In concrete terms this means we
now have the necessary structure
to be able to supply customers with
innovative slicing solutions from
MULTIVAC itself.
While the manufacturing of prototype slicers will continue to be at
the Buchenau site, the mass production of slicers will take place in
future at MULTIVAC’s headquarters in Wolfertschwenden. Extensive
investment for this in a highly modern production site is being planned,
including a state-of-the-art facility
for application technology. In Wolfertschwenden there are already
complete slicer lines available for
carrying out packaging trials for our
customers.
We have assembled a highly
qualified development and design
team, and we will continue to ramp
up our resources in all areas over the
medium term. Thanks to the structure
of our Sales organisation, we already
have a global network, which is in
close contact with the market.

Mr Stachel, what was the impetus
for founding a new product sector?

We had already linked slicers to our

packaging machines in the past,
and this enabled us to offer added
value to our customers. It was therefore a logical step for us to expand
our product portfolio by adding the
hardware. This means our customers
can benefit from our expertise in line
integration and from our excellent
access to the market.
We proceeded in the same way
with solutions for meat portioning –
we incorporated these into our product range at the beginning of 2017
through the acquisition of a majority
share in TVI. Our objective is quite
simply to offer the optimum support
to our customers through integrated
solutions from one source.

Mr Stachel, what benefits can
MULTIVAC offer its customers by
manufacturing its own slicers?

With its entry into the slicer business,
MULTIVAC is fulfilling an essential
precondition in optimising the degree
of slicer integration in automated
packaging lines. The aim is not just
to reduce the footprint of automatic
slicer lines, but also to increase the
output capability of these solutions.
It is also a fundamental factor in the
success of this, that all the line components from our company, i.e. the
slicer, loading solution and packaging machine, run via uniform control
platform.
As already mentioned, we want to
create added value for our customers
through our expertise in packaging
machines and our experience in line
integration. This applies not only to
the function and integration of the
entire line, but also to service work
and the supply of spare parts.

Mr Stachel, what does the product portfolio of the new business unit currently look like in concrete terms?

At the moment we are concentrating on slicers in the medium and
upper output range, where we see the largest market potential at
present. We will cover the requirements of this market sector with
our own slicer, which we are presenting at Anuga FoodTec 2018.
To round off the slicer range, we have recently completed further strategic alliances with partners in the industry. Latterly we
have been offering the BIZERBA slicer portfolio worldwide in
the smaller output range, and these slicers perfectly complement
our portfolio of packaging machines for the production of small
and medium-sized batches. In order to meet the requirements in
the high-output sector, MULTIVAC is also marketing FORMAX
slicers from PROVISUR in selected regions.
In addition to this, we have already developed over recent
years a wide range of concepts for loading sliced products into
pack cavities. We will also be presenting some of these innovative concepts at Anuga FoodTec, such as our Horizontal Loader,
which offers our customers significant advantages over existing
loading solutions. Our product range also includes solutions
for manual loading, as well as Delta-axis and 2-axis robots, or
belt loaders designed to meet the individual requirements of our
customers.
The next step will be to expand our product portfolio to
include a smaller MULTIVAC slicer for the lower to medium output range, where we will be focusing not only on its functional
capability but also its integration in the overall line.

Mr Stachel, which markets form the focus of attention for the
Slicer Business Unit?

Clearly the focus is on those markets, where we have traditionally been active in the past. In addition to this however, we will
also gradually create the basis for the same success in those other
countries and regions, where we have not as yet been active.
By using the more than 80 subsidiaries worldwide, we will
present our customers with solutions from one source, and we
will therefore significantly strengthen our sales activities, particularly in the core markets for slicers. Thanks to our strong Sales
and Service network, which has a presence in all parts of the
world, I am looking forward to an exciting and successful future.

We will be presenting the first slicer from MULTIVAC in March
2018 at Anuga FoodTec. There, we will be showing a fully automated line for the automated slicing and packing of products
such as cheese, ham, and other sliced products. Compared to
conventional slicing solutions on the market, this line is characterised by its significantly reduced footprint. The MULTIVAC
solution will consist of a SL 800 slicer, a R 245 thermoforming
packaging machine, a horizontal loader, and a compact L 330
conveyor belt labeller. The H 130 handling module is used to
load packs into boxes.
In addition to this, we will also offer our customers sample
productions and machine demonstrations in Wolfertschwenden.
Further products and applications to complement our product
portfolio will gradually follow in 2019 and 2020.

Mr Stachel, which priorities have you set for the new Slicer
Business Unit?

I am personally very excited about the presentation of the first
MULTIVAC line, since we are using the trade fair as a platform
to exhibit the first completely new product innovation as part
of a fully integrated line solution. Our aim is to present to our
customers an innovative concept of a fully automatic line, which
features a wide range of benefits and in particular a smaller
footprint.
In parallel with this, the first projects are already running
with some customers, and the high level of interest from the
market shows the entry into the slicer business was the correct
decision. In addition to meeting the many challenges, which are
associated with developing this business sector, our focus over
the coming months and years will be to further cultivate customer relations, which we have had for many years in the slicing
sector.
At MULTIVAC we see our responsibility as being to offer our
customers the optimum support, both now and in the future, for
the machines that we have supplied. This means we will continue
to provide an extensive supply of new cutting blades, as well as a
comprehensive servicing and repair service for existing blades.
For me, the word “reliability” is crucial here, and we will do
everything to make sure the reliability demanded by our customers is assured.

Mr Stachel, thank you very much for this stimulating and
Mr Stachel, when will you be presenting the first machines
on the market?

very interesting discussion.
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EVERYTHING FROM
ONE SOURCE:
FROM TEMPERING
AND PORTIONING
RIGHT THROUGH TO
PACKING
Since 1 January 2017 TVI Entwicklung und Produktion GmbH in Irschenberg has been part of the MULTIVAC Group. TVI is the leading manufacturer of meat-portioning machines and complete
portioning lines. Customers throughout the
world benefit from this acquisition, because
complete solutions can now be offered from
one source in this market segment.

T

he wide product range from TVI includes solutions for
correct product tempering, pressing, portioning and automating, as well as equipment for winding grill sticks and
manufacturing kebab skewers. These high-tech systems

range from tempering of the initial meat product through to virtually
every type of portioning, and from manual or automatic loading into
trays with subsequent weight checking right up to the transfer of
the finished portions to the packaging machine.
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TEMPERING
In order to achieve perfect tempering, the compact CBF 1000-2000
cyclefreeze is available as a flash-freezing system, which provides

TEMPERING
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the basis for efficient portioning and offers the highest level of quality, yield, and shelf life for the product. Thanks to its paternoster
transport system, the footprint of the CBF is very small, so that it is

HIGHER
MEAT
QUALITY

possible to install it in even the most restricted of spaces. Its handling is very easy and time-saving, since the operator can load the
freezer and fill the portioning machine at the same time. In the case

OPTIMUM PROCESSING

of the CBF 1000, the tempering capacity is up to 1,000 kg/h, while

STAGES

with the CBF 2000 model it is up to 2,000 kg/h.

•

Depending on the size and entry temperature of the pieces
of meat, the CBF ensures precise surface freezing of the meat is

Outstanding portioning quality
thanks to a thin freezing crust

•

A minimal crust thickness is

achieved within a time of approx. 6 to 20 minutes. The tempering

possible, because the meat is

remains the same even during stoppages or short periods of down-

portioned immediately after

time (film or label roll changes, for example), so there is no need to

tempering

run the system empty or fill it up. Since the meat portions are only

•

removed from the tempering cabinet shortly before portioning, a very
thin crust of 2 to 3 mm is sufficient. This increases the product quality

Optimum sectional appearance and pressability

•

significantly and saves energy at the same time. The thin freezing

Temperature maintenance
when the line is stopped (film

crust also ensures an outstanding portioning quality is achieved.

change, label roll change, etc.)
•

Consistent tempering even
during longer stoppages

•

No need to run the system
empty or fill it up during short
downtime

•

Dry surface freezing makes
it possible to achieve longer
shelf life

CBF 2000
Compact cyclefreeze flash-freezing system for tempering

smallest space, which can run at different levels with individual belts;
the maximum possible is three belts at three different levels. The
speed and freezing time for each individual belt can be set in such a
way that it corresponds to the particular requirements of the different pieces of raw meat. Thanks to the multi-level belt system, the

WELL DESIGNED, EFFICIENT
AND COMPACT
•

Savings in personnel – the
freezer and portioning

•
•

max. production output is up to 2.2 tons/h (depending on the size,
temperature and salt content) with a high throughput per m² (approx.
5900 x 2200 mm footprint). A comparable traditional tunnel system
has a length of approx. 10-12 m.
The transport conveyors, which can be controlled separately,

machine can be operated by

make the BBF 2200 multifreeze highly flexible.Thanks to the through-

one member of staff at the

put times, which can be set individually, even different production

same time

lines can be operated with one and the same freezer. Different prod-

Lower energy consumption,

ucts and different product sizes can all be run over the same freezer.

cost-effective tempering

The running costs of a conventional freezing system from TVI are

Small space requirement

significantly lower than those of nitrogen and CO² operated freezer

thanks to paternoster trans-

systems. A separate suction system is not required.

port system
•

Very good insulation

•

Energy-saving; the filling and
removal flaps are closed most
of the time

•

A thin tempering crust saves a
lot of energy

•

Thanks to conventional freezing technology, the production
costs per kg of meat are only
approx. 0.4 cents (instead of
approx. 5 to 10 cents per kg of
meat with carbon dioxide or
nitrogen)

BBF 2200 MULTIFREEZE
Tunnel freezer designed for the smallest space

TEMPERING

LOWER
COSTS

The BBF 2200 multifreeze is a tunnel freezer designed for the
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PORTIONING
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PORTIONING

Fillets, cutlets and steaks can be cut from small and medium-sized primals, as for example can pork collar or salmon

The various GMS series from TVI are the ideal addition to

steaks from frozen product (down to -3° C), or roulades

the flash-freezing system for tempering. Thanks to a large

and thin grill strips from large primals, as well as diced

number of standard modules and customized programs,

products such as goulash and many other cuts. Even meat

the versatile meat-processing stations are ideal for han-

with bone, such as pork chops or neck cutlets of calf and

dling practically any portioning task.

lamb, can be cut into even slices with the GMS 520. If the

The GMS 520 singlecut is a multi-functional and highly

product is well tempered, slice thicknesses of just 1 mm

GMS 520 SINGLECUT
Multi-functional and highly flexible portioning system

flexible portioning system, which can also be automated

can be achieved if the product is without bone, while the

thanks to its compartment and individual slice storage. It

maximum slice thickness is 50 mm.

ensures the highest product quality is always achieved,

The machine’s simple and intuitive operating concept

even at high throughput, in terms of cutting, forming and

makes it easy for operators and cleaning staff to carry

arranging of the product. TVI’s very successful model can

out their daily tasks. The new control technology with its

process all types of red meat and poultry - for every por-

highly precise timing increases the output significantly,

tion in any consistency, and always optimised for weight

and it also ensures more precise placement and greater

and product waste at a low level of processing expense.

running smoothness are achieved. An output of up to

4 cuts per second, together with its very short
changeover time, makes the GMS 520 a highly efficient portioning system, where the yield can be further
increased with trim-free portioning.

PORTIONING

The larger GMS 1200 multicut offers the highest
level of flexibility and precision thanks to its patented 3D
forming system. Forming lengths of up to 650 mm and
widths of up to 240 mm can be achieved on both sides
of the knife, as well as heights of up to 200 mm as in
the case of beef topside. The slice thickness is between
2 mm and 600 mm.
In the case of this portioning solution, several pieces
of meat are placed on an infeed conveyor belt with a
buffer function. These are then pressed individually in 3D
and cut in the resulting block to the desired slice size.
After the portioning, the block of slices is pushed onto
the discharge conveyor.
With the GMS 1600 twincut, TVI has expanded its
product portfolio in the portioning sector with another
first-class solution. Use of this universal high-performance portioning system enables users to achieve the
highest level of portioning quality for product with and
without bone thanks to its 3-dimensional forming: from
pork fillets to beef topside and from carpaccio to grilling meat, all products can be portioned with different

GMS 1200 MULTICUT
Flexibility and precision thanks to a patented 3D forming
system

forming sets. Depending on the primal sizes and the
slice weights, the GMS 1600 twincut can cut between
1200 and 2000 kg/h. It offers very high output thanks
to its two-track cutting and simultaneous loading during
the portioning process. The GMS 1600 twincut makes it
possible to cut small and medium-sized primals in a twotrack format, while large primals are cut as single-track.
Thanks to its 3-dimensional forming and trim-free
cutting, the highest possible yield is achieved. It is possible to have fully automatic infeed, ejection and distribution of the products, so that no additional operator is
required in the online process.

GMS 1600 TWINCUT
Universal high-performance portioning system
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trays then run into the GMI 500 multitray, a weighing and
post-processing unit for fixed-weight portions. Here they
are weighed on a continuous checkweigher. The portions,
which are too light or too heavy, are pushed onto separate buffer conveyors by means of pushers, from where

LOADING
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they are conveyed to a post-processing station for manual
weight correction. The correct-weight portions go directly
to the packaging machine, and it is here that the synergy with MULTIVAC traysealers can be used to its optimum – unless the customer already has other packaging
machines which he wants to integrate into the line.
The TVI product portfolio also includes other automatic
loading systems, such as the AIR 520 flexload, which
automatically places the arranged portions from the GMS
520 singlecut into the trays. Another loading system is
the AIS 520 autoload, which stacks or arranges marinated

FPS 500 MULTITRAY

and non-marinated slices, so these can be placed into the

Production line

trays without dripping by means of a patented, movable
loading system with the aid of a loading grid. A GMI 500

LINE CONCEPTS AND LOADING INTO TRAYS

multitray can also be connected to both systems, allow-

The FPS 500 multitray production line with its precise

ing the give-away to be as low as possible. Up to three

weight control is available for the manual or automatic

such systems can be combined to produce an expanded

loading of slices or other pieces of fresh meat into their

high-output line.

corresponding trays. The system is made up of perfectly

Thanks to their modular construction, it is possible

matched individual modules: the ergonomically designed

to add to the lines, which can then be used even more

manual MIS 3000-4000 multitray loading area offers

flexibly for different products. Various tray formats can be

lengths of 3 or 4 metres and consists of the TDS 300 tray

used. Depending on the tray size, the tray output is up to

dispenser, the meat conveyor belt, the tray conveyor belt

60 per minute.

and an optional centering unit. The portioned slices are

Thanks to the wide range of TVI lines, both

transferred from the particular GMS portioning unit to the

MULTIVAC traysealers and MULTIVAC thermoforming

meat conveyor belt of the MIS 3000-4000. If the filling is

packaging machines can be operated as complete lines

to be carried out automatically, the AIF 500 directload with

with precise and consistent portion weights – which

knife edge belt is used. It can be combined with the MIS

means complete lines from tempering to the finished pack

3000-4000 or used as a stand-alone solution. The filled

can be offered from one source.

AIR 520 FLEXLOAD

AIS 520 AUTOLOAD

Automatic loading system

Loading system for stacking or arranging

•

TEMPERING

TECHNOLOGY THAT IS
IMPRESSIVE.
High throughput due to quick tempering (e.g.
from -20 °C to -2 °C in approx. 12 hours)
•

Very even tempering of meat

•

No leaching of liquids thanks to even tempering

•

Automatic control of each individual unit

•

Combined systems work independently of each
other (e.g. ready pallets can stand beside pallets
that are still frozen)

•

Cost saving from low energy consumption

•

The cold trapped in the product is released
during defrosting and reduces the pressure on
the room cooling

•

Small space requirement, only marginally larger
than the pallet footprint

PTT 500-2000 MULTITEMP
Efficient tempering of pallets

OPTIMUM TEMPERING – ON A PALLET BASIS

14 layers of E1 pallets can be constructed and placed in

For even more efficiency and productivity within the busi-

the tunnel. Depending on the version, one to four pallets

ness, whole pallets can also be quickly defrosted, chilled

can be placed behind each other. Combined systems work

or even frozen to -30°. In comparison with conventional

independently of each other, so that ready pallets can

defrosting of a whole pallet of meat, the PTT 500-2000 mul-

stand beside pallets that are still frozen. Each individual

titemp series of tempering equipment from TVI requires

unit is controlled with great process reliability by means of

only about 12 hours (instead of two to three days), in order

innovative and user-friendly automatic controls.

to bring the core temperature of the meat products from

The energy efficiency of this space-saving solution is

-20 °C to -2 °C. The air flows evenly in horizontal strata

also impressive - the energy consumption is low, since

through the pallets in the tunnel from the production room

the cold trapped in the product is released during defrost-

or chill room at approx. 0 to 4 °C. This means the meat is

ing and reduces the pressure on the room cooling. No

tempered evenly and liquids do not leach out, while the

additional cooling or heating equipment is required. The

high quality and long shelf life of the product are retained.

desired target temperature can be freely selected via a

A total of seven to nine layers of E2 pallets or 12 to

controller.
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GRILL STICKS
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INDUSTRIAL-SCALE SKEWER WINDING
TVI also offers two interesting niche products, which are
unique in their way – and therefore give customers a great
competitive advantage over other market players.

GFW 3600 MULTITORCH
Automatic grill stick winder

The GFW 3600 multitorch automatically winds cut
strips of pork belly around wooden skewers; the pork
belly strips are simply placed on the skewers. Placing the
pork belly strips is therefore the only manual process. The
skewers are first automatically separated, then pushed
into sleeves before running past the operators, who insert
the pork belly strips onto the skewers. The winding unit
then turns the skewers automatically before placing them
on a transport conveyor. An output of at least 3600 skewers per hour can be achieved with six people. Following
the winding process, the skewers are then marinated wet
or dry in a marinating unit, so that they are ready for grilling.

time and places the individual products onto the skewers

robot, which can produce a wide range of skewered prod-

according to the recipe sequence and always in precisely

ucts and kebabs. A very wide range of products can be

the same way. The skewers are then placed onto a belt or

used. From diced meat, which can be cut with a TVI por-

into the trays, which are automatically made ready, before

tioning system, right up to vegetables, mini sausages, fruit

being conveyed away.

or cheese. The ASR 300 feeds in the skewers and trays,

The high-tech systems from TVI represent a notable

places the products onto the skewers and loads the fin-

addition to MULTIVAC’s packaging machines. The intelli-

ished product into the tray or places it on the discharge

gent linking of the various units, which can be digitally net-

belt. The staff can concentrate solely on preparing the

worked to Industry 4.0 standards and controlled via one

products. The product conveyors are loaded partly auto-

central operating unit, makes it possible to achieve a high

matically from bunkers. The staff monitor the position of

level of efficiency and process reliability. All the compo-

the products and only need to correct those products,

nents of a line are perfectly coordinated with each other.

which are not lying correctly in the product chambers. This
saves a lot of manual work. The machine separates the
round skewers and flag skewers and then feeds them to
the robot hand. The robot hand grips twelve skewers at a

ASR 300 MULTIPICK
Kebab skewer robot

KEBAB

The other system is the ASR 300 multipick skewering
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“BETTER PROCESSING” IN TOP
SHAPE
Interview with Mr Guido Spix, CTO and COO,
MULTIVAC Sepp Haggenmüller SE & Co. KG
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Mr Spix, we have known since interpack 2017, that

packaging machines. The range of MULTIVAC equip-

MULTIVAC stands not only for “Better Packaging” but

ment is not just however restricted to product infeed,

also for “Better Processing”. What do you associate

but also extends as far as end-of-line systems …

with this term?

That is correct. In addition to product infeed equipment,
today we can offer virtually all variants of inspection,
marking and box loading systems, right up to palletising
equipment. Although we supply many different sectors, or
focus is still clearly on the food industry. Our automation
and line components can basically however be integrated
into any production process, in which our packaging
technology is used. We develop and produce most of these
automated line functions ourselves. In the case of those
solutions, which we do not have within our own portfolio, we offer modules from strategic partners. This means
our customers receive practically all the services and
components from one source, starting with the design
of the line through to installation and commissioning,
and even right up to service contracts. And all this without any interface problems, since we coordinate all the
modules and their performance perfectly with each other.

F

or many years now, MULTIVAC has been
supplying far more than just pure packaging
machines alone. Most customers see many benefits in this, not least of which is that integrated
packaging solutions from one source also reduce the
effort in project design and management, as well as
clarifying the equipment interfaces. This means technical
and commercial risks can also be reduced.
As you know, we have in recent years developed
many semi-automatic and fully automatic solutions for
the infeed of products in a wide range of applications.
In the case of the food sector, our centrifuge for feeding
straight sausages and the Horizontal Loader for loading sliced products into pack cavities are outstanding
examples of our expertise in solutions for product
handling. But we are also developing highly efficient
systems for the medical and pharmaceutical industries,
and I would mention as one example our automatic infeed
system for filled syringes.
The expansion of our product portfolio towards
processes, which are upstream of the actual packaging procedure, is therefore just the logical consequence
of our strategy. The extension of our range of capabilities through the portioning and slicing processes is in
fact a major milestone. We have successfully achieved
this with the acquisition of a majority share in TVI, a
leading manufacturer of meat portioning systems. This
acquisition makes a lot of sense, particularly in our traysealer portfolio, since this type of portioning system is
typically used to produce meat portions, which are subsequently packed in trays.
We were also able at the end of last year to take over
the slicer branch of VC999. This means we are now also
in a position to offer our customers completely integrated
slicer lines, which have as one of many features a smaller
footprint than comparable solutions.

Mr Spix, which challenges with regard to digitalisation do you regard as particularly demanding?

Let me formulate it this way: MULTIVAC has extensive
expertise in automation and line construction – and a
clear strategy for digitalisation. The biggest hurdle,
which we, as a machine manufacturer, have to face is that
of persuading our customers to allow us access to their
data within the packaging procedure – for the benefit
of all concerned and of course with a very high level of
security. We are currently developing comprehensive data-based services, which extend from the pure
depiction of overall equipment effectiveness for example,
through to recommendations on servicing and even up
to essential machine settings. These data-based services
will bring a particularly high level of customer benefit
and added value, particularly in the case of complex
production lines.

Mr Spix, you have already indicated this: MULTIVAC
Mr Spix, you just mentioned some examples of

is extending its expertise in the slicer sector through

automated solutions around the infeed periphery of

its own dedicated Business Unit. Given that these

additional components can be linked within the packaging line, this of course raises the question about
a central, higher-level machine control, which could
ensure that the maximum process reliability, reproducibility and efficiency are achieved. How far is
MULTIVAC with this?

From a very early stage, MULTIVAC has relied on
IPC-based machine control concepts with bus systems,
and we are very experienced in handling these. This
means we have already created the technical preconditions for control systems for complete lines, and we are
already offering these.
Since you are already talking explicitly about slicers:
in the case of a slicer line, a common machine control
for all the modules would have a particularly positive
impact on the efficiency of the line. The ideal interaction
of freezing equipment, slicer, loader, packaging machine
and end-of-line equipment could in our view lead to
an enormous rise in performance. We will therefore
increasingly devote ourselves to this issue in future.

Mr Spix, how does a smart machine control interface
look in concrete terms for MULTIVAC packaging lines?

As you may already know, we have already ushered in
a new era of operating convenience for thermoforming packaging machines with our IPC08 machine
control and the third generation of our user interface, the
HMI 3. This innovative concept, together with the new
X-line machine generation, was presented for the first
time at interpack 2017.
The new HMI is focused primarily on the needs
of users – they should be able to operate complex
packaging machines or packaging lines as easily as they
can a smartphone or tablet. Summarized briefly: the
features of the new Multitouch control include a large
18.5 inch display and a powerful multi-core processor.
Users are aided by functions such as swiping, zooming,
animations and an overview page (dashboard) that can
be superimposed. Another new feature is that the user
interface can be personalised. A RFID card is used as
standard with the HMI 3 to log on the particular user,
and personal settings can also be stored on the card, such
as the type of screen display, the preferred language and
individual authorisations. The simple structure of the

user interface and the self-explanatory icons enable the
user to navigate quickly within the system.
When setting up the machine or creating a new recipe, users are also of course assisted step-by-step and
safely guided through the process. When the control concept was being developed, it was not only MULTIVAC’s
comprehensive expert knowledge that flowed into it –
it was above all the suggestions from operators that
crucially influenced the design concept. You can be sure,
that we are working on other convenient features and will
provide our customers with innovative updates at regular
intervals.

Mr Spix, let’s brieﬂy talk about the new X-line - with
this new machine generation, you are redefining thermoforming packaging …

That’s right. The X-line combines a complete array of
innovative and unique technology. As a result of its seamless digitalisation, comprehensive sensor system and
networking with the MULTIVAC Cloud, this machine
creates a new dimension, when it comes to packaging
and process reliability, pack quality, performance and
operating convenience.
Using closed control circuits, the Multi Sensor Control constantly captures a wide range of process values,
such as for forming, evacuation and sealing. Capturing
all the relevant process values and sequences ensures the
machine can be constantly run at its optimum operating point. This information also forms a valuable basis
for providing MULTIVAC Smart Services. This term is
used to summarize those digital service packages, which
contribute to making the packaging procedures at our
customers even more efficient. These are, for example,
services such as predictive maintenance or creating
comprehensive analysis of overall equipment
effectiveness.
In addition to this, the machines can transfer process-related information to the cloud via MULTIVAC
Pack Pilot. Here expert knowledge is available, which
results from the process data from over 1,000 new
packaging solutions per year.
It is also worth mentioning, the X-line is equipped
with dies of the latest generation, our so-called X-tools.
They offer an extensive range of innovations in their sensor system, design and actuating features. The X-tools

are fully integrated into the sensor control via
electronic sensor modules.

Mr Spix, allow us just one brief look into
the future: what can we expect from
MULTIVAC in the near future with regard
to Industry 4.0 and digitalisation?

You can be sure that MULTIVAC will continue to use increasing digitalisation as an
opportunity, and will successfully manage
the difficult balancing act between ever
higher output demands, which lead to ever
more complex production lines, and the
requirement for easy operation, faultless production, and better quality.

Many thanks, Mr Spix, for this informative
insight into MULTIVAC’s strategy!
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MARKING

PROCESSING

PACKAGING

THE DNA OF
BETTER PACKAGING
& PROCESSING
Interview with Mr Hans-Joachim Boekstegers,
Director and CEO, MULTIVAC Sepp Haggenmüller SE & Co. KG

Mr Boekstegers, DNA is the carrier of genetic information for
all living beings - throughout all the generations. Why do you
use this term for MULTIVAC?

INSPECTION

M

ULTIVAC is a leading manufacturer worldwide of
packaging solutions. Our core expertise includes
many years of extensive know-how in the development of packaging solutions, but also in recent
times a very wide and comprehensive product range, which is
unique in the market. Thanks to our development and manufacturing processes, we can ensure the highest level of quality
is maintained, while our global presence provides excellent
service worldwide and the highest level of availability for all
our installed packaging solutions. This applies at all times and
everywhere in the world.
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The shape of a screw-like double helix made of modular constructed chains, which are connected to each other via bridges,
is very suitable for describing our product portfolio, which has
now come to reflect our customers’ complete processing and
packaging procedures. One strand stands for “Better Packaging”, while one stands for “Better Processing”. We see the double helix as symbolising our line expertise and comprehensive
know-how in integrating modules and components into automated solutions.
Another conclusive association is the fact that we have
securely anchored our core expertise in the MULTIVAC DNA,
as well as knowing how to intelligently link all those individual
components, which have made this Group what it is today. And
this applies both now and in the future.

Mr Boekstegers, how do you see these components, in other
words the individual nucleotides of the company DNA, in
concrete terms? That is to say, which business units within
the company currently make up your product portfolio?

There are three areas of focus: Firstly of course, we are a manufacturer of packaging solutions. We offer the market the widest
range in terms of technology and output. The spectrum extends
from thermoforming packaging machines, traysealers and
chamber machines right up to a very wide range of solutions for
automated handling of products and packs – whether it is in the
area of infeed equipment, outfeed units or end-of-line systems.
In recent years we have also been able to significantly expand
our range of systems for quality inspection and the labelling or
marking of packs. Thanks to the acquisition of a majority share
in TVI and the takeover of the slicer branch of VC999, we have
also taken significant steps in recent months in the “processing”
sector, in other words in the process stages, which are upstream
of the packaging equipment.
A second area of focus is the MULTIVAC Technology Network, that is to say dealing in components from third-party
suppliers, as well as the distribution and sale of consumable
materials. Dealing in components from third-party suppliers has
enabled us to complete our own product portfolio and offer our
customers integrated solutions from one source. We have great
depth of well-established know-how in linking and integrating
these modules into automated packaging solutions. Thanks to
the distribution and sale of consumable materials, we enable our
customers to gain access to packaging materials, which are perfectly matched to our systems and therefore contribute to achieving the optimum packaging result.
The third area of focus is as service providers to our customers. Here we offer them a wide range of support in all matters
relating to the packaging of their products. Just a few examples
of these I could mention are pack development, packaging trials
or our comprehensive range of customised training courses for
machine users.

Mr Boekstegers, how will the MULTIVAC product portfolio
continue to develop in the medium to long term? And why?

In the “Processing” sector in particular, we already see a number of important starting points for the further development of
our product range.
By “Processing” we mean all the types of food processing,
which are upstream of our packaging solutions. This could be
the slicing or portioning of products, as well as their cutting
or texturing. The added value, which MULTIVAC offers, is the
seamless integration of these upstream systems into the packaging machine, thereby creating greater line efficiency. This also
includes the provision of common control interfaces.
The slicer line, which we are presenting at Anuga FoodTec, is a prime example. This line includes a horizontal loader,
which transfers the sliced products simply and reliably into the
pack cavities of the thermoforming packaging machine, and this
offers many benefits over other systems on the market, which are
often far more complex. This solution is also characterised by
its very small footprint, which offers our customers significant
benefits, since the space requirement of the overall line solution
is one of the most important criteria for many processing companies, when making a decision on investment.
As a general rule, our developments in the sector of automation and line integration aim to offer our customers solutions,
which are easy to operate and handle.

Mr Boekstegers, individual DNA components or even complete structures can mutate or be altered. What do you
regard as being essential for MULTIVAC? What could, or even
should, change as you look to the future?

An important constant in our daily working lives is the very high
standard we set ourselves in every regard. MULTIVAC stands
for the highest level of quality, experience, technological knowledge, innovation and service. However, our DNA is continually
adapting to the changing requirements of our customers and the
particular markets. This is one of the most important factors in
the success of MULTIVAC. We are, in effect, already developing solutions for tomorrow. This means our organisation has to
remain highly flexible, allowing us to translate our customers’
requirements and the different market trends into the optimum
packaging solutions, thereby generating benefits and added
value for our customers.

Mr Boekstegers, does your strategy envisage further holdings in other companies? Which objectives are you pursuing
with this strategy?

In the past MULTIVAC’s growth has largely been based on
organic growth. As a company, we are built on solid foundations
and also very conscious of our economic, social and ecological responsibilities. But our objectives are very ambitious, both

Hans-Joachim Boekstegers, Director and CEO of MULTIVAC Sepp Haggenmüller SE & Co. KG
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for today and tomorrow. In order to be able to continue expanding our
leading position in a global market, we have to systematically look forward and work on solutions, which are perhaps difficult to imagine at
the present time. We are also continuing to drive forward the expansion
of our product portfolio. These include recent acquisitions such as our
stake in TVI and the takeover of the slicing branch of VC999. We are
also of course examining a range of alternatives for taking a stake in
companies in other sectors, which could assist us in significantly shortening the learning curve for our organisation, particularly as regards the
“Processing” sector.
We are also discussing with various market players the forming of
strategic alliances to complete our product portfolio. Thanks to the alliance between MULTIVAC, Meyn and Cabinplant, which we announced
at interpack 2017, some very promising customer projects have since
been established, where this alliance can offer customers significant
added value through the supply of a complete solution from one source.

LONG-STANDING EXPERIENCE
We cover a wide spectrum of knowledge
in packaging and systems

COMPREHENSIVE PORTFOLIO
We offer the optimum solution for the

As you already mentioned at the start, Mr Boekstegers, bridge for-

highest output

mation is inherent in all DNA. Where do you see the bridges between
the two sectors of “Packaging” and “Processing”? Where do you
detect the interaction between the two – particularly with regard to
“Industry 4.0”?

When forming the bridges between “Packaging” and “Processing”, the
most important factor for success is ensuring that a simple, seamless
and above all reliable linking is achieved between the upstream process
equipment and our packaging solutions. This is the only way to guarantee optimum equipment effectiveness. The example of the horizontal
loader, which I have described previously, is a good illustration.
On the other hand, I see “Industry 4.0” as being an overarching subject, since in the machine construction industry this is more about providing operating and process data, which ensures the installed systems
are controlled to the optimum degree. With “Industry 4.0” the flow of
production and information is fused together in such a way, that new
digitalised worlds of work are created, where one of the benefits is an
increase in productivity. Put quite simply, digitalisation relates to the
entire packaging procedure and its intelligent integration into organisational structures and the production environment. Digitalisation also
however affects our company, insofar as we are digitalising our own processes and thereby developing new business models, which we can of
course anchor in our DNA once more.

Mr Boekstegers, MULTIVAC has achieved a leading position in the
market, when it comes to expertise in automation and line integration. This relates primarily to industrial-scale applications. Are you
also working on integrated solutions for medium-sized and smaller
companies, which can contribute to increasing their efficiency and
profitability?

I would describe it this way: we are certainly receiving an increasing
number of enquiries from smaller companies for automation solutions.
One thing is very clear - efficiency, process reliability and hygiene can
be increased significantly, if there is a higher level of automation. When

QUALITY ASSURANCE
Integrated manufacturing processes
ensure the highest level of quality is
maintained

MULTIVAC’S AREAS OF FOCUS
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QUALITY ASSURANCE
Integrated manufacturing processes
ensure that the highest level of quality is
maintained

WORLDWIDE
We offer our customers worldwide a high
standard of sales and service

developing these solutions however for
such companies, our view is that the
economic feasibility must always be in
the foreground. This means the components of small automation solutions
must never be overdesigned.
We showed last year at interpack, that
we are capable of developing appropriate solutions to meet the requirements
of smaller companies as well. On that
occasion we presented to the general
public a completely automated concept
for producing shaped contour packs in
small and medium-sized batches, and
the concept included a fully integrated
converging system.

Mr Boekstegers, what can we expect
from MULTIVAC in the near future as
regards packaging technology, pack
design and packaging materials?

An important driver in our view is
the revision of packaging legislation,
which will have an impact primarily on
the materials being used. Significantly
higher recycling rates than previously
are envisaged, and this will force the
retail trade and packaging industry
to focus much more on the ecological
aspects of the packaging materials used
in future. In short: the more environmentally friendly the packaging is, the
easier it is to recycle and the cheaper
its disposal becomes. Whereas to date
a quota of 36 percent has applied for
plastic packaging, this is due to rise to
63 percent by 2022. We are therefore
required to work on the development of
packaging concepts, which are in harmony with the applicable legislation, as
well as our own values and responsibilities, but which also fulfil all the required
functions, such as shelf life, food safety,
and pack design.
In addition to this, we are committed to our aim of working constantly to
reduce packaging material consumption through innovative machine concepts. Our task will increasingly be to
provide packaging systems, which are
able to convert state-of-the-art materials into the optimum pack. We also

expect our customers to need a high
level of support and advice in achieving
the required pack functions with a wide
range of new materials.

Mr Boekstegers, you have set a new
benchmark at the last interpack with
the presentation of the X-line series.
What innovations can we expect to
see at the next trade fairs?

Among the many exhibits at Anuga
FoodTec in Cologne, we will in particular be presenting a number of solutions
in the “Processing” sector. I am convinced that we will be able to provide
the right answers for our customers’
requirements.

TREATMENT

MARKING,
INSPECTION

OUTER PACKAGING
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PALLETIZING
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Pallet handling

Transport

Labelling

Case handling

Case erection

Printing

PRODUCT

Loading of pallets

Case loading

Coding

Pasteurization

Marking of pallets

Case closing

Metal detection

HPP

Stretch wrapping

Marking of cases

X-ray inspection

Sterilisation

Transfer to downstream

Inspection of cases

Visual inspection

Deep freezing

processes

Discharge of reject

Discharge of reject

boxes

packs

Transfer to downstream

Transfer to downstream

PACKS

processes

processes

Shrinking
Drying
Transfer to downstream
processes

LINE CONTROL,

PROCESSING

PRODUCT HANDLING

LOADING OF
PRIMARY PACKAGES

PACKAGING

DISCHARGE,
TRANSPORT
Transport

Thermoform

Filling

Transfer

Portioning

Converging

packaging

Loading

Feeding

Slicing

Orientation

Packaging in trays

Dosing

Buffering

Discharge of

Packaging in film

Monitoring of

Pre-grouping

reject packs

pouches

loading process

Inspection of

Transfer to down-

Marking

Loading of

products

stream processes

Inspection

supplements

Inspection
of packaging
material
Discharge of
reject products
and material

INTEGRATION IN ERP SYSTEMS
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EFFICIENT AND
FLEXIBLE
The new TTO 06 thermal transfer printer

M

ULTIVAC Marking & Inspection has expanded its

it is suitable for a variety of applications. As with the TTO 10/11/20

product range with the addition of a new, net-

models, it can be integrated into a label dispenser or direct web

work-enabled thermal transfer printer. As a cost-

printer, which is typically mounted on a thermoforming packaging

effective and highly flexible marking solution, the

machine or traysealer. The operation of the printer is completely

compact TTO 06 is suitable for narrow print widths in a wide

integrated in the HMI 2.0 of the packaging machine or marking

range of applications.

system – and therefore particularly easy and efficient to operate.

With a print resolution of 300 dpi, the TTO 06 can print graph-

The print layouts are loaded automatically with the settings for

ics, logos, 1D and 2D codes as well as fixed, variable, and com-

the particular product, and inputs are made via the HMI or via the

bined text fields. Thanks to the quality of the thermal transfer

connection to a database.

printing and the high resolution, even the smallest text blocks can

MULTIVAC supplies suitable consumable materials of the

be clearly read. In addition to this, the model can also print flexible

highest quality, such as thermal printheads and ink ribbons, for

date or time formats reliably on labels and packaging films – while

optimum marking on the pack or film. This ensures all the mate-

variable real-time data allows automatic updating of time fields,

rials used are perfectly coordinated with each other. The running

and use-by dates can be automatically calculated.

lengths of the thermal transfer ribbons are also ideally matched to

The maximum printing width is 32 mm The spacing between

the particular printer, ensuring a high level of printer availability is

two printing operations is only 0.5 mm, which means the ink rib-

assured. Rigid plastic cores enable the ribbon rolls to be changed

bon consumption is particularly low. In addition to this, the model

quickly and simply. If required, MULTIVAC will also conduct tests

offers various ribbon-saving functions, which also have a very

with customer’s specific material, allowing these to help ensure

positive effect on operating economy.

perfect printing results and prevent lost time.

Since the TTO 06 can work both intermittently or continuously,
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FASTER, MORE
PRECISE AND
MORE HYGIENIC
The new DP 230 direct web printer

W

ith its DP 230 direct web printer, MULTIVAC

The machine control for the DP 230 is integrated in the

Marking & Inspection has brought the first model

IPC control and HMI 2.0 user interface of the packaging machine.

of its new generation of direct web printers onto

This makes it possible to operate the DP 230 particularly easily

the market. The space-saving and hygienic solu-

and above all reliably. The covers facilitate ergonomic handling

tion, which is very flexible in its use, complements the compre-

during film change.

hensive range of existing products with a new high-performance

The space-saving DP 230 is fitted above the sealing

direct web printer for integration in compact thermoforming

station of the thermoforming packaging machine. This means

packaging machines.

the loading area remains fully usable. The hygiene features of the

The DP 230 direct web printer, which is designed for integra-

DP 230 have also been optimised. “With the machine version

tion in the MULTIVAC R 081 and R 085 thermoforming packaging

for the food industry, we use a stainless steel enclosure made of

machines, consists of a printer and a propulsion unit with x-axis

hole plate, which ensures optimum cleaning can be performed.

and y-axis. This enables the printer to travel in both directions -

However, when the DP 230 is used in the medical and pharma-

and therefore to print in both the running and cross directions

ceutical industries, the covers of the printer are a closed design,

of the packaging film. Cut-off lengths of up to 400 mm can be

preventing products from getting caught in them undetected,”

printed.

explains Michael Reffke, Product Manager at MULTIVAC Marking

The direct web printer is specially designed for the particular

& Inspection.

machine model and therefore forms a single unit with the pack-

Thermal transfer printing and thermal inkjet printing are

aging machine in its design and controls. The new servo drive

available as the printing process. With the network-enabled TTO

technology provides the highest level of accuracy and maximum

06 thermal transfer printer, MULTIVAC has integrated the latest

speeds. In comparison with earlier models, it has been possible

generation of thermal transfer printers. The cost-effective model,

to increase the speed by up to 15 percent. A complete enclosure

which has been available on the market since January 2017, has

ensures maximum safety. In addition to this, measurement runs

a printing width of 32 mm and is suitable for narrow print areas,

are no longer required, which means machine start and batch

but it can also print barcodes and 2D codes, which are important

change can be performed more quickly.

in the medical product sector, with excellent quality and at higher
output ranges.
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ATTRACTIVE SOLUTIONS FOR FULL-WRAP
LABELLING OF PACKS
MULTIVAC Marking & Inspection has continually expanded its range of conveyor belt labellers
in recent years. The spectrum now includes a wide range of solutions for many different labelling requirements and output categories – from the simple BASELINE conveyor belt labellers
to 2-track labelling systems with up to ten label dispensers.

GREAT FLEXIBILITY THANKS TO MODULAR DESIGN

T

FULL-WRAP LABELLING OF PACKS

hanks to their modular design, MULTIVAC’s conveyor

An important application for conveyor belt labellers is the D label-

belt labellers offer a high level of flexibility for label-

ling of packs. D labelling, which is also known as “full-wrap label-

ling a wide range of packs, such as pots, jars, bottles,

ling”, is understood to mean the labelling of packs on four sides,

folding cartons, tubular pouch packs, thermoformed

since the label is completely wrapped around the pack, similar

packs, trays, and even boxes. They can be integrated seamlessly

to a sleeve or banderole. Thanks to this, D labelling offers many

into new and existing filling or packaging lines, or they can be

possibilities in the design of the pack, and this in turn contributes

used as a stand-alone solution with manual product infeed. The

significantly to increasing the attractiveness of these packs at the

conveyor belt labellers are also very flexible as regards the posi-

point of sale.

tioning of the label on the pack. Labels can be applied to the top

Due to the extensive system of modular construction used

or bottom of packs, to one or more of their sides, as well as on

by MULTIVAC, solutions for D labelling can be offered, which are

the leading face or over the edges of the pack. MULTIVAC also

designed very flexibly for a wide range of pack shapes and mate-

offers, as equipment options, a wide range of transport con-

rials, and this means the optimum labelling result can always be

veyors, applicators, printers, and visual inspection systems for

achieved, even when there are frequent changes of pack shape

many different applications and requirements.

or design. A typical application are skin packs with different

MULTIVAC conveyor belt labellers also offer users many ben-

heights of product protrusion. Since unprinted upper webs are

efits, including the complete integration of printers into the con-

mostly used on skin packs, the label plays an important role with

trol interface of the labeller. This makes it easy to configure the

these packs in distinguishing the product. D labelling is also used

printer parameters as well as assigning and automatically loading

on MAP thermoformed packs or trays in a wide range of shapes,

the print layouts from the MULTIVAC recipe. Operating errors

such as salad packs.

can be prevented almost entirely, while downtime is reduced and

MULTIVAC’s labelling solutions offer users a high degree of

batch changes can be handled more quickly. The integration of

automation, as well as maximum labelling accuracy. If required,

inspection systems for checking label print and presence also

the conveyor belt labellers can also be equipped with extra label

contributes to greater reliability of the labelling and packaging

dispensers, so that additional labels beside the full-wrap label can

procedure.

be applied to the pack. One example of this would be promotional
labels, which are increasingly being used for packs on the fresh
food shelves.
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When one considers the range of label materials, which can
be run on MULTIVAC labellers, there are virtually no limits in
terms of the nature and thickness of the materials or the shape of
the labels. In addition to their function as an information medium,
full-wrap labels are increasingly becoming important design elements in retail packs and an attractive alternative to more elaborate sleeving solutions.

OPTIMUM RESULTS FOR LABEL LENGTHS UP TO 500 MM
With its L 310 labeller, MULTIVAC offers a robust and low-maintenance conveyor belt labeller for higher outputs and more complex
labelling, printing, and inspection requirements for a wide range
of packs. This model with its modular design is equipped with
a servo-driven press-on unit for full-wrap labelling. This enables
label lengths of up to 500 mm to be run. The controls for the
L 310 can be integrated into the machine control of the packaging
machine, and the label dispenser is adjusted in height very ergonomically from the front of the unit. This very versatile model can
also be equipped with a compressed air operated blow-on applicator, which is used to apply promotional labels without contact
to delicate products or into the base of skin packs.

“LINERLESS” OR SELF-ADHESIVE LABELS?
The use of so-called “linerless” labels, which do not require a
carrier material, is an alternative method of full-wrap labelling.
This means there is no waste carrier material during the labelling
process. Due to the reduced material thickness, the label rolls
have longer running lengths and therefore have to be changed
less frequently.
“But if one looks in greater detail at full-wrap labelling with
self-adhesive labels, one sees that self-adhesive labels offer
significant benefits over “linerless” labels, since they increase
the efficiency of the labelling process, as well as improving the
impression of the packs, thereby optimising their attractiveness
at the point of sale,” explains Michael Reffke, Product Manager
for Labelling Technology & Strategic Product Management at
MULTIVAC Marking & Inspection.

The labelling expert also adds the benefits
of the greater flexibility of self-adhesive labels

machine running time is therefore reduced
significantly.

when it comes to design and shape. Whereas

In addition to this, the number of suppliers

“linerless” labels can only be produced in a

of self-adhesive labels is many times greater

rectangular format, all shapes can be consid-

than that in the “linerless” sector, and this

ered for self-adhesive labels, since they are

in turn creates many purchasing benefits for

“held” in effect by the carrier paper. Labels

companies using labels. This also has a pos-

with curves or cut-outs for example are pos-

itive effect on the cost effectiveness of the

sible with self-adhesive labels, which means

labelling solution.

they can be matched to the shape of the par-

When it comes to disposing of the car-

ticular product or pack. By using self-adhesive

rier materials, the leading manufacturers of

labels, the product manufacturer has far more

self-adhesive labels have set up comprehen-

opportunities to differentiate his packaged

sive recycling programs, ensuring the carrier

product from others at the point of sale. It

materials are fed back into the right recycling

is the same story with the range of materi-

loop and can be properly recycled.

als, which can be used for the production
of self-adhesive labels – this is much wider
than for “linerless” labels, since the carrier

ALTERNATIVE TO CARD SLEEVES

material for the self-adhesive labels has a sta-

Another area, where D labelling with self-ad-

bilising effect on the label material. One can

hesive labels offers benefits over established

generally assume, that the grammage of “lin-

systems, is as a replacement for so-called

erless” labels is higher than that of self-adhe-

“card sleeves”. A card sleeve is single-piece

sive labels, even if they both appear to have a

sleeve, into which the final pack is pushed.

similar feel. This means the number of labels

These “card sleeves” have a high-quality

per roll of self-adhesive labels can be up 30

image and offer the product manufacturer

percent higher than that of “linerless” mate-

a large surface for graphic design and infor-

rial. This results in a reduced number of roll

mation, which means they contribute signifi-

changes during production and therefore less

cantly to product differentiation at the point

downtime.

of sale. These “card sleeves” can also be fed

Another aspect, which restricts the effi-

back into a recycling loop, and this reduces the

ciency of “linerless” labelling systems, is

carbon footprint of the packaging significantly.

the fact that running these materials causes

Since these “card sleeves” are often however

increased cleaning work on the machine.

pushed over the packs manually, and since

Labelling machines for running “linerless”

they also require an additional label on the

labels also have to be equipped with knives,

rear to attach the sleeve to the pack, this type

so the labels can be cut from the endless label

of packaging involves significant extra cost

stock. Residue of the adhesive or silicone layer

when compared with automatic D labelling.

on the labels builds up on these knives, which

D labelling can therefore offer an attractive

means they have to be cleaned regularly

alternative, particularly when paper labels

in order to maintain optimum labelling. The

with a higher grammage are used.
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THE THERMOFORM PACKAGING MACHINES IN
THE R 1XX SERIES NOW OFFER A WIDE VARIETY
OF OPTIONS FOR HIGHER EFFICIENCY
The proven thermoform packaging machines in the R 1xx series now offer a wide variety
of new equipment options, which make thermoform packaging in small and medium-sized
batches even more efficient than before. These include an innovative shaped contour cutter,
which makes a major contribution to enabling shaped contour packs to be produced economically on thermoform packaging machines of this output category.

HIGHER OUTPUT

T

bottom section can simply be pulled out from the side of the

he maximum cut-off length of the R 1xx series has

machine, if the drawer system is fitted to the thermoform packag-

been extended from 150 mm to 360 mm. This enables

ing machine. This means it is not necessary to run the lower web

larger dies to be used, which significantly increase the

completely out of the machine or cut it out at the corresponding

output per cycle. In addition to this, the machines can

positions. Access is simple, quick and ergonomic.

now also be equipped with preheat forming systems. The lower
web is heated by means of a separate preheating station, before
it is transported into the forming die. In the case of a standard

GREATER FLEXIBILITY AS REGARDS PACK SHAPE

forming system however, the heating of the lower web and the

Up to now the standard cutting systems of the compact and

forming process itself take place one after the other in the form-

economical R 1xx entry-level machines only allowed rectangular

ing die. The forming system with preheat therefore enables the

packs with simple cavity shapes to be produced. With the stan-

forming process to take place more quickly, which in turn has

dard cutting equipment, the thermoformed packs are cut from

a positive effect on the cycle output of the machine. Thanks to

the film by means of a cross cutting unit and a longitudinal cutting

the combination of dies with a longer cut-off length and the use

unit, which means they are very limited in their shape.

of preheat forming systems, the output of the machine can be
virtually doubled.

The new BAS 20 steel strip cutter enables shaped contour
packs to be produced in small batches very efficiently in flexible

If the machine is equipped with explosive forming, the cycle

or rigid film, and it provides access to these packs for companies,

output can be increased still further. In contrast to the stan-

for whom the packaging systems available on the market to date

dard forming system, where the heated lower web is formed

have not been economically feasible. This solution is available

by means of compressed air and/or vacuum, a faster pressure

with immediate effect for all MULTIVAC thermoform packaging

build-up and a greater volume flow are used in the case of explo-

machines – even for the compact entry-level machines in the

sive forming. This means the film is distributed more quickly and

R 1xx series.

evenly in the thermoforming die. This enables the cycle output

MULTIVAC will be presenting the cutting system, which cuts

to be increased overall by up to 10 percent. The use of explosive

the packs completely out of the film in one cutting operation, on

forming also means that up to 15 percent thinner films can be run

the R 145 thermoforming packaging machine at Anuga FoodTec

without compromising pack quality.

2018. Thanks to the compact design of the BAS 20, the machine

Thermoform packaging machines in the R 1xx series can

length of the R 145 including the BAS 20 shaped contour cutter

now also be equipped with plug-assist forming systems, which

is reduced by 500 mm, when compared with the standard ver-

enable the forming of the pack cavity to be optimised still further,

sion with longitudinal cutter and cross cutter. This cutting solu-

thereby also allowing thinner film materials to be used.

tion is also characterised by its particularly simple conversion.
All the format-related parts can be changed quickly and easily

QUICK FORMAT CHANGE

from the side. This means that even with small batch sizes it is
possible to change the pack contour easily or convert from rigid

The compact entry-level models in the R 1xx series can be

film to flexible film. This enables the cutting system to offer a high

equipped with the innovative drawer system for the forming and

degree of flexibility as regards the pack design, the format to be

sealing dies. This makes the format change not only safer but

produced and the packaging materials used. Due to the design

also significantly quicker. Where there is frequent conversion to

of the cutting unit, which produces no trim waste (there are no

different pack formats, drawer systems enable an overall time

partitions at all between the packs), this cutting solution also con-

saving of more than 60 percent per format change to be achieved,

tributes hugely to reduced consumption of packaging materials

when compared with manual handling of dies. Whereas in the

and therefore to lower pack costs. When it comes to investment

case of a standard format change, access from above is required

costs, the BAS 20 is equally impressive: the costs are more than

to change the complete forming and sealing die parts, the die

40 percent lower than those of comparable systems.
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UNIVERSAL
HIGH-PERFORMANCE
PORTIONING SYSTEM
FROM TVI

W

ith its GMS 1600 twincut portioner, TVI will be

standard modules and customer-specific programs, the GMS 1600

presenting at Anuga FoodTec 2018 a universal

twincut can handle practically any portioning task. Short change-

high-performance portioning system, which is

over times increase availability and therefore productivity. The

characterised by its very high level of portion

twin-track cutting channel ensures that maximum throughput

quality, yield and flexibility. Even at high output, this efficient

is achieved, as does the capability for simultaneous reloading

solution ensures the highest product quality is always achieved

during the portioning process. With its very low give-away, the

in terms of cutting, forming and arrangement of the product

highly efficient machine can, for example, portion roast beef

– and it can be integrated seamlessly into a production and

in 200 gram portions, pork loin steaks in 80 gram portions or

packaging line.

goulash with a thickness of 30 millimetres.

The GMS 1600 twincut is suitable for the portioning of both

The GMS 1600 twincut, equipped with new control

frozen and fresh meat into diced product or slices in a wide range

technology, can be automated and offers precise compartment

of thicknesses. The processing capability ranges from pork fillets

and individual slice storage. The total length of this flexible

to beef topside and from a one-millimetre thick carpaccio slice to

meat processing system, including discharge conveyor for the

a 300 mm thick sliced roast joint. Even meat with bones such as

separating out of meat trimmings and B-grade goods, is

chops or cutlets can be cut easily into even slices. The maximum

5.2 metres. The solution can be combined with, for example,

product length is 650 millimetres.

a continuous freezer and an automated depositor module and

Thanks to the patented 3D forming system from TVI,
the multifunctional portioning system offers the highest
degree of flexibility and precision. Thanks to a large number of

connected to a high-performance MULTIVAC thermoforming
packaging machine or traysealer.
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MULTIVAC SOLUTIONS FOR
SECONDARY PACKAGING – HIGHLY
EFFICIENT AND RELIABLE TO THE END
OF THE LINE
When it comes to loading packs into boxes or crates, and grouping or converging
packs, MULTIVAC offers a wide range of end-of-line solutions, which are very
flexible to use and which are individually designed to customer requirements.
They can be used to automate quickly and precisely a wide range of tasks for a
variety of products, pack formats, weights, and cycle times. They are also very
reliable in their targeted ejection of empty or reject packs, and this contributes
significantly to increasing process reliability and line efficiency.
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M

ost primary packaged products are packed in secondary packaging for simple handling during the
logistics process. The loading of packs into boxes
can generally be automated very well – and it is

particularly economic for companies, which operate on a multiple shift basis, since the investment costs can be amortised
very quickly.

AN EVEN PRODUCT FLOW IS ESSENTIAL FOR THE
EFFICIENT USE OF END-OF-LINE SOLUTIONS
The efficiency and reliability of the end-of-line process is critically
influenced by the upstream converging process, for example
after thermoforming of the packs. In order to be able to use the
capacity of the end-of-line equipment to its optimum potential, it
is necessary above all to have an even product flow and a reliable
ejection of empty or reject packs. These aspects must be taken
into account when investing in a converging solution. MULTIVAC
offers a variety of solutions for a wide range of customer requirements, and these solutions cover all conceivable production scenarios, as well as ensuring a high level of process reliability is
achieved.
MULTIVAC offers many different concepts for the automatic
loading of packs into boxes or crates - loading from above, from
the side or a combination of both. The fully automatic solutions
can be customised to the individual needs of the customer
as regards the required performance and the specific space
available.

AUTOMATIC STACKING OF PACKS
In addition to this, MULTIVAC also offers simple, semi-automatic
systems for automatically stacking packs, which are subsequently loaded manually into boxes. By using this so-called Pack
Stacker, the time involved in outer packaging can be reduced by
up to 50 percent. This equipment can be used for thermoformed
packs and tray packs, which have an even top surface and underside. and which are fed to the unit in a single track. The systems
are integrated into automatic packaging lines downstream of the
labelling and inspection systems, and they can stack at up to 120
packs per minute.
Maximum flexibility, reliability, and efficiency can also be
achieved through the use of robot-based palletising solutions.
Here MULTIVAC’s wide product range also enables the modular
equipment to be ideally matched to the particular requirements
in terms of product, capacity, footprint and upstream processes.

RETROFITTING? YES, OF COURSE.
All the automation solutions for secondary packaging can be easily retrofitted and integrated into existing packaging lines. Thanks
to their modular construction, the components can be individually designed to the requirements of the particular project and
local conditions. If required, MULTIVAC will also develop special
solutions specific to the project.
And when it comes to designing complete packaging lines,
the focus is no longer just on the primary packaging or upstream
process equipment, but increasingly on the end-of-line area, as
well. New complete line solutions offer the benefit and assurance that, thanks to the packaging line being considered as an
integrated whole at the concept phase, the individual processes
and modules can be coordinated to the optimum extent. This
means the capacity of the individual machines and the sequences
throughout the entire line can be optimised.
As an option, all the system components can be controlled via
the MULTIVAC Line Control (MLC). This higher-level control unit
ensures all the processes are optimised as regards their timing,
and that they are precise, reproducible, and transparent. It can
communicate information about the status, process values and
location of the products and packs to higher-level systems at any
point in time - and packaging lines can, in turn, obtain data from
the higher-level systems. Evaluation of this information allows
companies to optimise for example their material use and to
coordinate their material procurement based on current data, as
well as carrying out servicing work with only minimal impact on
their ongoing production. In the interests of interconnecting all
line processes, which is the central component of Industry 4.0
strategies, MLC can also be linked to manufacturing execution
systems (MES) for controlling production, as well as to enterprise
resource planning (ERP) programs and other systems for acquiring machine and production data.
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U LT I V A C

TEN YEARS OF
MULTIVAC’S SYSTEMS BUSINESS
Interview with Michael Lang,
Vice President of the Systems Business Unit
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Mr Lang, in the Systems Business Unit
you develop customized solutions for
the automation of packaging procedures. What was the trigger for founding
the Systems business exactly ten years
ago?

As is frequently the case, there was not
one single triggering factor but several.
At that time, more and more customers in
the food industry were expressing an interest in automation solutions. But there were
no robot systems suitable for the hygiene
requirements, available on the market at the
time, and the established manufacturers of
robots simply did not have the development
of solutions for this demand on their radar.
At the same time, some important patents in
the area of Delta robots were lapsing at that
period.
The MULTIVAC management recognized the signs of the times and decided on
the strategically important step of investing
in our own development of automation solutions. Today we owe the significant growth
potential and the clear differentiation
between our solutions and those of other
market players to that strategic vision and
the conscious, entrepreneurial decision to
invest in this sector.
What were the expectations at the time
of the founding of the Systems business?
The declared aim was to systematically drive
forward the expansion of MULTIVAC’s
expertise in automation, as well as developing further market potential and positioning
our company for the long term as a supplier
of complete packaging lines. As the leading
manufacturer worldwide of thermoforming packaging machines and traysealers,
we have to permanently secure our leadership in technology and strengthen our
core business. We can only achieve this, if
we work on tomorrow’s solutions today and
always remain several steps ahead of our
competitors.
Michael Lang, Vice President of the Systems Business Unit
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To this is added the recognition, that significant additional
growth can be generated not only through robotics but also
through reliable inspection systems. As you know, high-performance handling modules and monitoring systems are today an
integral component of the packaging procedure. The decision to
invest in this sector was therefore the right one at the right time.
I would also like to add here, that MULTIVAC has a very high
level of in-house manufacturing, and we can therefore maintain
our promise on quality not only with our packaging machines
but also with the other components and their integration in the
complete packaging line.

A significant factor in this success are the staff with their
expertise in the market, project management and technology. What do you see as the necessary capabilities for being
able to successfully implement these specific customer
projects?

The key to success is above all good cooperation within the team,
as well as a positive attitude with a high level of motivation and
sense of responsibility. This is the only way to master the challenges, which arise in every project and which can definitely
be very complex across all departments in the case of complete
packaging lines. It is for this reason, that we place great importance on professional project management, so that this cooperation can be well coordinated, and the benefits to the customer are
always the focus of attention.

are therefore in the best possible position to meet all customers’
requirements.

Another important step for you Mr Lang was certainly the
first customer project …

Yes, of course. The solution consisted of two box loaders for
packs of dates, and it was very crucial for all the staff because we
succeeded in producing an impressive system without any previous reference project. Shortly after this, we completed a flagship
project at Heinz Ketchup, where we were able to develop a packaging line with a capacity of 1,500 portion packs per minute.
The functioning of the line included a thermoforming packaging
machine, a filler, vision inspection, laser scoring, pack removal,
box loading with intermediate layers and even the box handling
itself. We are also currently working on a large packaging line
for bakery products. In this line, which is designed to provide
redundant capacity and in which we have integrated third-party
machines, as well as supplying our own thermoforming packaging machine and equipment for product transport, loading,
converging, inspection and box loading.
In this decade we have successfully completed in total more
than 400 customer projects with over 600 robots – and not just
in the food industry but also in the medical, pharmaceutical and
consumer products sectors. A proud record in my view.

Mr Lang, what are the demands of these industries that confront you today?

What were the most important milestones in the last 10
years?

The development of our first H 100 robot cell was certainly
an outstanding highlight – and the starting shot for the subsequent continuous expansion of our range of handling solutions.
The year 2008 was also, in my view, a milestone in the story of
MULTIVAC’s Systems business. Using a solution which we had
presented at PackExpo in the USA at that time, we were already
in a position to be able to demonstrate at least parts of the Industry 4.0 thinking on “smart” production, which is a key focus of
media attention in the market today. This system produced packs
in quantities as small as one with a flexible product content based
on customer’s individual wishes. Today we offer an enormously
wide range of solutions – from compact units, such as the
H 050 and H 130 handling modules, right up to scaleable models
designed for use in high-risk areas as well as low-risk areas. We
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In recent years we have experienced a massive increase in the
demand for automation solutions, particularly from the food
industry but also from the medical products sector. Our order
intake in the first half of 2017 was almost double that in the
same period of the previous year. The requirements included the
entire spectrum of automatic product loading into packaging
machines, as well as intelligent converging concepts and right
up to fully automatic crate and box loading.
Seen overall, we have established that today more than ever
the decision is being made by customers to purchase complete
packaging lines, allowing them to utilize the clear benefits in
their daily operation. Parallel to this, we are also observing a
growing interest in our higher-level systems for the control of
line functions, since these enable the complete line to be operated significantly more efficiently, because the settings on the
individual modules are largely replaced by a central line control.
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All these trends can be seen not just in larger, industrial-scale processors but also increasingly with smaller
companies, which are now venturing into automated packaging procedures. They know they can not be bypassed by
advancing digitalisation.

Mr Lang, can you give us a brief outline of the clear
benefits, which are provided by an increased degree of
automation?

Of course. First example: Efficient handling of large volumes reduces costs, particularly when our solutions are
used in multi-shift operation, since the systems are then
amortised very rapidly. Example 2: Automated processes
improve hygiene, because the human contact with the product is either reduced significantly or eliminated completely.
This means the risk of bacterial contamination is reduced
significantly, particularly during the loading of products
into the packaging machine. The third example concerns
process reliability and quality: reproducible results with
consistently high quality can be achieved thanks to the
automation of the process, including higher-level control
and comprehensive sensor systems, without which automation would not be conceivable.

Mr Lang, which additional concrete benefits to your
customers arise from MULTIVAC’s extensive expertise
in automation and packaging lines, as well as the bundling of this know-how into a dedicated business unit?

We at MULTIVAC are a reliable partner to our customers –
right from the start. This is also the case even with very challenging projects. This is due to the fact, that we have a very
wide and differentiated product portfolio. We also develop
and manufacture most of the components ourselves. And we
have comprehensive expert knowledge and market expertise gained from more than 400 projects. Our customers
get a complete line from one source, and the components
are perfectly coordinated with each other, as well as being
designed individually for the specific requirements.
We assume clear responsibility not just for each individual machine but also for the complete line, and this includes
the interfaces and the perfect interaction of all the modules. Thanks to higher-level systems for the control of line
functions, we can ensure there is end-to-end line control,
which includes recipe management, start/stop and running
the line empty. This provides a high level of efficiency and
minimises the susceptibility to errors. Our customers also
appreciate they have expert contact people who can accompany them through the entire process and over the complete
lifespan of the line. This is because we are always available,
not just during the planning and implementation of the project but also after this - whether it is with fast and reliable

service, spare parts, conversions or with adapting the line to the
latest requirements.

And what are the benefits, Mr Lang, for MULTIVAC?
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MULTIVAC is able to differentiate itself significantly from its
competitors as a supplier of complete packaging lines and the
benefits associated with this. Many companies have specialised
in the individual processes, but few actually offer total solutions. Due to the expanded view of the upstream and downstream
processes, we also have many more opportunities to optimise
the individual processes within the line so that the interaction
throughout the total solution can be further improved.
Depending on the situation, this can be either a completely
new design of line or an addition to existing solutions. It is often
the case that retrofits are carried out to automation solutions
on existing packaging machines, allowing for an increased efficiency to be increased still further.
You have successfully mastered the first ten years. What does
your strategy for the next 10 years look like?
We are constantly striving to optimise the total solutions in all
their various scales for the particular market segments. This is of
even greater importance now, since MULTIVAC is also increasingly offering solutions in the Processing sector and positioning
itself in this market as well. In addition to this, the expansion of
higher-level control functions for complete lines is also on our
agenda, since the progress of digitalisation marches on very rapidly. As a leader in technology, we have to continue setting new
benchmarks for the market in this area as well.
And last but not least, we will continue to expand our global
presence so that we can get as close as possible to our customers.
MULTIVAC has invested like no other market player in its Service and Sales network in recent years.

U LT I V A C
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“COMPANY MISSION STATEMENTS ARE A CRUCIAL FOUNDATION FOR SUSTAINABLE COMPANY
MANAGEMENT”
Interview with Christian Traumann, Director and CFO,
MULTIVAC Sepp Haggenmüller SE & Co. KG

Mr Traumann, what importance do mission statements have
for sustainable company management?

It is essentially about conveying to employees of an organisation
the meaning and purpose of their daily work. By identifying with
a company mission statement, employees can correlate their
personal motives and values with those of the company. If there is
no identification with the company’s values, there is no meaning
to the work and therefore no motivation. The larger an organisation becomes, the greater the danger that employees can no
longer create a connection between their work and the company
objectives – then they no longer know precisely, what contribution they are making to achieving the company objectives. Only
those, who perceive their tasks as meaningful, are prepared to
commit to them.

Mr Traumann, what relevance does the definition of a mission statement have for the MULTIVAC Group?

The relevance of a mission statement for our organisation is
immense, and I would like to explain to you, why this is. In recent
years MULTIVAC has grown very strongly organically, not
only at our manufacturing sites but also in our Sales organisation worldwide, which now has more than 85 sales companies.
Today we employ more than 1,900 staff at our Wolfertschwenden
site, and this is around double the number employed ten years
ago. There are currently 5,200 employees worldwide within the
Group. In the light of this rapid growth, the relevance of a mission statement, which gives our employees a sense of orientation,
continues to grow all the time. Another aspect of this is the fact,

that MULTIVAC’s future growth will no longer be based solely
on organic growth but also increasingly on acquisitions. When
companies are acquired, it is often a meeting of very different
business cultures – synergies can therefore only be enhanced, if
all employees have the same common understanding of objectives and cooperation. A third aspect, and this may gain in relevance in the future, is the fact that our company is in a process of
transition, not least because of the impact of digitalisation. This
will be creeping in some areas, but in others will be quite disruptive. Against this background, a company mission statement
plays a major role in giving our employees guiding principles
and therefore a high degree of stability.

Mr Traumann, could you sketch out the most important
points in your mission statement?

The definition of our mission statement, “We are success”, is
based on three pillars. The first pillar is “The person”, that
means our employees, whose values we would characterise as
“honest” and “appreciative”. Here it is particularly a question
of anchoring a high degree of authenticity and a positive attitude
within our employees. The second pillar is “The common aim”,
where we define the culture of cooperation within our organisation. Special focus is directed here towards a highly developed
sense of conscious awareness and cooperation, and not just
within our own organisation but also looking outwards towards
customers or other stakeholders. The third pillar, which we
define as “The enthusiastic approach”, is used to characterise
the way, in which we carry out our tasks. Here I would mention
values such as “motivated”, “excellent” and “appreciative”.

THE PERSON

THE COMMON AIM

THE ENTHUSIASTIC
APPROACH
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Mr Traumann, what are the guiding principles for MULTIVAC when defining
this mission statement? How did it arise?

Firstly I would like to mention, that defining our values was a bottom-up process,
in which employees from different areas of responsibility and levels of hierarchy
were involved. In my opinion, this formation process is crucial to its success,
since in this way we can ensure that the values of all our employees, irrespective
of their position in the hierarchy, are incorporated into our organisational values.
In addition to this, I see the process as an ongoing task, since we constantly have
to develop our values to meet the demands of changing circumstances.

Mr Traumann, MULTIVAC is experiencing very rapid growth – what importance do you attach to the company mission statement in the recruitment of
new employees?

As a matter of principle, the company mission statement should
also be reflected in the employer brand, which links the company’s brand identity to the needs of its employees. When
recruiting qualified staff in particular, it is essential today to
communicate all the relevant information about the company brand, and at the same time to address the needs
and expectations of new employees. By doing this, we
want to achieve two objectives: firstly, increasing the
attractiveness of MULTIVAC as an employer, and secondly, ensuring that potential employees fit well into
the company ethos. This means that only those, who
feel engaged with our company brand and value
culture, will apply for jobs.

Christian Traumann, Director and CFO, MULTIVAC Sepp Haggenmüller SE & Co. KG

Mr Traumann, how do you ensure that new employees are
integrated fully into the organisation, and how do you convey these values to them?

New employees within the Group today undergo a defined training schedule, which is individually designed to the particular
requirements of the person. Conveying our mission statement
and values is a fundamental part of this training schedule. However, our own staff and organisation also contribute in their
daily dealings with new colleagues to conveying our company
values to them, and this begins right at the start of the recruitment process.

One important aspect is the responsible behaviour of each
individual employee – for him- or herself, for other colleagues, for the entire organisation and for other people in
general. Mr Traumann, how do you create the basis for trusting cooperation within your organisation?

We have defined the basis for trusting cooperation within our
organisation in the pillar called “Common aim”. Here the basic
principle is to convey to our employees, that all of them make an
important contribution to the success of our company. The result
of this is our employees identify with the organisation to a very
high degree, meaning not only with the company itself but also
with colleagues, which in turn creates an important basis for
open and fair dialogue. This also means we demand and promote
a high degree of conscious awareness and commitment in our
dealings with each other.

Mr Traumann, as a member of the Management team, you
also have to be an example to others, you must be credible and live the values, which you wish to convey to other
employees. What role does the Manaement team play in
implementing the mission statement within the company?

As you rightly point out, the Management team has a major role
model function. It is for this reason that the mission statement is
internalised within the Management team – there are for example in-depth workshops conducted with our managers, where
methods are developed for communicating the company mission
statement as part of daily contact with our staff. Here we rely on
the active and creative support of our managers in developing

and implementing suitable channels of communication. Our
Manager Development program also includes methods for conveying the company mission statement to staff.

Only by setting challenging objectives for oneself can one
be successful over the long term. Mr Traumann, which objectives are you pursuing in the medium and long term? How
does the future look for MULTIVAC?

This question can be answered comprehensively with our claim
to “The DNA of Better Packaging and Processing” – this means
that in future we will continue offering our customers the optimum solution for the widest range of applications, not only as
regards packaging but also the upstream and downstream equipment, and we will continue to fulfil our claim to be the market
leader. And last but not least, this requires, above all, qualified
and motivated staff!
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MEGATRENDS
IN THE FOOD
INDUSTRY
Interview with Stefanie Sabet, Head of the Brussels Office, Federal
Association of the German Food Industry (Bundesvereinigung der
Deutschen Ernährungsindustrie/BVE)

Mrs Sabet, the food industry is Germany’s
third largest industrial sector. Do you continue to see growth potential in this sector,
which has always been largely resilient to
economic cycles?

Of course. In terms of volume, the German market is largely saturated, but eating habits are
based on fundamental social trends and therefore subject to constant change. The challenge
to food manufacturers is to continually match
their products to changing consumer demands.
This results in new opportunities for sales and
added value, thereby providing chances for
growth. Just to give you some figures: 40,000
new products are launched annually on the

market, and 1,000 start-up businesses are currently founded every year in the food sector.
Technology and digitalisation also increase the
added value potential of the sector. Whether it
is PEF technology for extending shelf life or
blockchain technology for supply chain management, the food industry constantly continues to develop. But there is also some room
for upward volumes. The demand from abroad
is increasing. This is because food with the
“Made in Germany” label is an export winner,
which is in great demand due to its high quality.

Mrs Sabet, which products are in greatest
demand?

The product sector with the greatest
demand is the manufacture of meat and
associated meat products, followed by
the production of milk and dairy products, bakery products, sweets, and
ready meals.

Fewer and fewer consumers cook at
home. There is a growing awareness
of quality and there is also a demand
for sustainability. Mrs Sabet, can
you brieﬂy outline the most important trends in the market?

SECTOR SHARE OF THE TOTAL TURNOVER OF THE
GERMAN FOOD INDUSTRY IN 2016
Meat &
meat products

24.3 %
13.2 %

Milk & dairy products

9.8 %

Baked products
Sweet desserts, cakes &
similar foods

8.3 %
7.6 %

Alcoholic drinks

6.1 %

Processed fruit & vegetables

5.5 %

Ready meals & similar foods
Refreshment drinks &
mineral water

4.6 %

Oils & fats

3.6 %

Milled products & starches

3.4 %

Coffee & tea

2.5 %

Spices & sauces

2.5 %

Sugar
Fish & fish products
Pasta products

1.5 %
1.2 %
0.3 %
Source: Statistics Office of the BVE
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Fast moving everyday life allows most consumers little time to
deal with food and cooking. In the last four years, the number of
consumers who cook traditionally every day has declined by a
good six percent – today, not even every fourth German cooks
on a daily basis. The number of consumers, who eat or snack
on the move, is however increasing, as is the number of those
who cook occasionally but always high-quality food. It does not

matter what is eaten or where, the overarching factor is that the
awareness by consumers of the quality and value of food has
risen. The consequence of this is an increased readiness to pay
for higher-quality products. The subject of sustainability actually plays a large role here: 27 percent of German consumers buy
sustainable food products and pay 16 percent more money for it
than other consumers. But new trends are always being added to

SHARE OF EACH TYPE OF COOK IN 2013 VS. 2015* VS. 2017**

Change in 2017* vs. 2013
(in % points)

8.0%

9.6 %

8.0%

Top-class cook

29.0 %

24.4 %

29.0 %

Everyday cook

14.3 %

14.7 %

Occasional cook

10.2 %

10.0 %

Weekend cook

16.4 %

16.0 %

Person who heats up
food

11.8 %

10.4 %

Snacker

4.0 %

3.9 %

4.0 %

Person who prepares salads

7.9 %

9.4 %

7.9 %

Person who only eats out

14.7 %
10.0 %

16.0 %

10.4 %

2013

2015*

2017**

GfK ConsumerScan (CP+), Filter: Constant data pool, *MAT 06/2015 **MAT 02/2017

2.2 %

-5.9 %

-0.1 %
1.3 %

0.1 %

0.8 %
1.6 %
0%

these fundamental changes. This year the pendulum is swinging
significantly in the direction of proteins – in the past four years
the sales in this segment have risen by over 60 percent. Other
important trends in the market are also however bio and veggie
as well as “free from”.

Mrs Sabet, what effect do these developments have on the
food consumption of the different age and purchasing categories of consumers?

Consumers are frequently on the move, and often at short notice.
Everything must be fast, particularly when eating out. But on the
other hand, people also want to eat healthily and sustainably.
The challenge is now to reconcile these aspirations.
Another example: Although the everyday worlds of younger
and older consumers are mostly very different, they are however
becoming increasingly similar in their understanding of consumer-oriented values. Most trends, which are driven by young
consumers, are also reflected sooner or later in the households of
older consumers. I am thinking here for example of sustainability, protein, veggie
or “free from”. The young
are also pioneers

in the use of digital cooking convenience, whether it is a case
of smart kitchen devices, digital cooking apps, or shopping
aids. Around 23 percent of consumers consider themselves to be
receptive to these new ideas.
In addition to those who are conscious of these trends, there
is still of course a large category of food purchasers, who are
more conscious of price than values in their consumer habits.
But they too are subject to the same fast moving everyday life.
The range of food on offer must therefore be right for the needs
and purses of all consumers.

Mrs Sabet, how therefore must food producers and food
processing companies adapt in future? And how can these
challenges be overcome?

Fast moving everyday life means product life cycles will become
ever shorter. It will also be a question of continuing to further
differentiate and individualize products. Digitalisation is also
increasingly influencing the purchasing behaviour of consumers. This provides both opportunities and challenges for manufacturers. We must not however forget to look beyond the horizon.
The growth in world population and
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world trade will increase the demand for processed food over
the long term. As incomes rise in emerging countries, these food
expectations will increase in industrialised and newly industrialising nations alike. The higher demand throughout the world
for greater volumes of higher-quality food will drive greater
division of labour globally as well as more trade in food products. German food manufacturers must also adapt to this intensive competition.

Mrs Sabet, let us go into the subject of food quality in more
detail. In your view, how can quality be defined in the food
sector?

Consumers give a clear answer when faced with the question
“What is food quality?”: for 96 percent of consumers, quality
means simply “if it tastes good.” That sounds very simple but is
actually very surprising, since food quality is often equated in
politics and the media with constituents and production methods. In second place, 93 percent of consumers mention the criteria of safety and health, followed by the freshness and appetising
nature of the food. A figure of 74 percent of consumers
agree with the aspects of appropriate treatment
of animals and fair prices for food producers.
Equally important to consumers is the social
approval of family and friends in their choice
of food (71 percent). Regional or German
provenance, on the other hand, only
has anything to do with quality for
49 or 40 percent respectively of
consumers. Bio only achieves
a rating of 20 percent. Here
it can be established that
the purchase of bio or
Fair Trade products is
a trend, but as yet still
not self-evident. And:
Quality comes before
price. But the price
has to be competitive
however, and there
must be a sufficient
selection available to
the consumer.

Consumers are therefore
fully prepared to reach
for a better product quality-wise, even if it is more
expensive. When it comes to
the question of sustainability,
regional provenance and Fair
Trade products, there are however
other aspects which could contribute

to making food more expensive, and which will become
increasingly more important for consumers and those
involved in the supply chain. Mrs Sabet, do you believe that
this trend will continue in the long term?

Yes, that is certainly the case. The number of consumers, for
whom sustainability is important when buying food, continues
to rise every year. And many companies are now also producing sustainably for their own self-preservation, since otherwise
there will soon be no more resources available to us for food
production. This trend will become normality, although it will
lose none of its complexity. I am personally convinced of this.

Mrs Sabet, how in your view can food wastage worldwide
be reduced or curbed significantly?

Food wastage occurs at all stages of the added
value chain and in all parts of the
world. Whereas food spoilage

and wastage in industrialised countries arise primarily at the
end consumer, these losses occur in developing countries mainly
in the stages after harvesting. Thanks to our knowledge in these
technical areas, we can strengthen the agricultural expertise
locally by promoting cooperation in development work.
Companies in the German food industry are very conscious
of their responsibilities in the fight against food wastage, and
they manufacture their products as efficiently as possible, using
state-of-the-art equipment in order to save resources. As part of
their sustainability strategy, manufacturers train their staff in
measures to prevent waste, and they also cooperate with their
raw material suppliers to optimise delivery dates and quantities.
A good example of the responsible handling of food: potatoes, which are too large or too small for the consumer, or which
have visual defects, are used for the production of fried potato
chips. The potato skins are also used for animal feed.

As regards the retail industry, the use of inventory management systems ensures the supply of products is closely linked to
the actual demand. in the case of the consumer, smaller packs
and reclosure or portion packs are developed by food manufacturers, allowing food products to be purchased according to
actual requirements or stored more conveniently, ensuring they
do not have to be thrown away. In the final analysis however,
everybody must play their own part, since consumers continue to
be responsible for the greater share of food wastage in Germany.
Here our advice is: Only buy what you can really eat. Simply cut
out any brown areas, which appear on fruit. Put older bread into
the toaster rather than throwing it away. That alone would help
a lot.

Many thanks, Mrs Sabet, for the informative discussion.

SECTOR SHARE OF THE TOTAL TURNOVER OF THE
GERMAN FOOD INDUSTRY IN 2016
Value in millions* Average annual change in quantity 2013 – 2017 (in %)
Protein

175

Soya/imitations

274

Veggie

368

American food

135

Modern superfood

701

Lactose-free

208

62.2 %
21.3 %
18.1 %
17.2 %
12.2 %
6.5 %

Classic superfood

1,870

6.4 %

Bio

6,055

6.1 %

On-the-move
convenience food

2,310

6.1 %

Spicy snacks

1,875

Top-class food

3,062

Premium sweet desserts

1,382

Chilled convenience foods

1,949

5.9 %
4.7 %
4.0 %
2.7 %
Source: GfK ConsumerScan (CP+), * MAT 07/2017, Basis: approx. 60 identified trends
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SLICES SERVED FRESH AT
THE TABLE
Economical and efficient solutions for the automated packaging of sliced products

S

liced products should be finely sliced and appetizingly

varieties of salami slices shingled in rows, or cheese slices inter-

presented in the pack. Whether it is sausage, roast

leaved with paper, or thin slices of chicken breast packed flat or

meat, ham, bacon or cheese, thinly sliced products

rolled, all of these tempt consumers to purchase the product

are always well received by consumers. But these

more than if simply stacked in the pack.

products place high demands on the packaging procedure as
regards infeed and loading. MULTIVAC offers efficient and economical solutions for the automated and continuous transport

HIGH LEVEL OF PRODUCT AND PACK QUALITY WITHOUT

of the individual portions from the slicer to the thermoformed

COMPROMISE

pack cavities. These solutions ensure a high level of product and

The majority of sliced products today are packed on thermoform-

pack quality is achieved.

ing packaging machines in MAP packs, which play a major role in

The market for pre-packed sliced products, which can be pre-

extending shelf life. The evacuation and gas flushing process is

sented on the supermarket shelf or in the chill cabinet, is growing

always matched to the specific product requirements, so qual-

very strongly in Central Europe. The demands of consumers in

ity, visual appearance, moisture content, and taste of the packed

regard to quality, shelf life, pack design, handling, and variety are

product are retained perfectly. This also ensures the slices do not

also continually rising. Despite this trend however, there is strong

stick together or slide about in the pack. Slices, arranged in shin-

price pressure in this very competitive market.

gled layers, make it easier for the consumer to remove them from

The retail industry also has a vested interest in attractively
packaged sliced products, which have a long shelf life and are

the thermoformed rigid pack, which can also be provided with a
reclosure system for the upper web if required.

affordable for all groups of customers. Such sliced products at

But how can the individual portions be loaded cost-effectively

the point of sale give the impression of a healthy and natural taste

into the pack cavities, particularly at low to medium throughput,

in an uncomplicated and attractive product. Whether it is different

without any sacrifice in pack quality having to be made?
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HIGH-PERFORMANCE PACKAGING MACHINE SPECIALLY
DESIGNED FOR SLICED PRODUCTS

is unique on the market, where the infeed conveyor from the
slicer is positioned horizontally at the film level. Since additional
transport conveyors are not required, the length of the complete

The key to success lies in the optimum linking of the slicer to

line is reduced significantly. This differentiates the Horizontal

the thermoforming packaging machine, since this enables auto-

Loader from conventional solutions, which have to use addi-

mated loading of the pack cavities to be achieved efficiently.

tional lengths of rising or falling conveyors to bridge the height

The R 245 thermoforming packaging machine is a high-perfor-

difference between the thermoforming packaging machine. In

mance model for producing packs of sliced products in medium

addition to this, the risk of products slipping during transport is

to large batch sizes. The R 245 is very flexible as regards the use

reduced with the Horizontal Loader, since the products are trans-

of packaging materials, cutting units, and formats. Quick-change

ported horizontally, and this means that fewer products have to

systems for the forming and sealing dies make it easy to convert

be subsequently adjusted manually. The products are therefore

the machine to other pack formats. Thanks to the HMI 2.0 user

loaded more efficiently, reliably and above all more gently and

interface, even inexperienced operators are able to operate all

hygienically.

the functions of the machine or line at the touch of a finger. The

MULTIVAC’s handling robots also offer another loading solu-

R 245 can also be equipped with an interface for linking a slicer,

tion. They are characterised by their very high degree of flexibility

allowing the machine to be integrated into an automated slicer

- depending on the size of the working area available, the required

line.

functions and the desired output, these handling modules can

There are two different loading systems available for load-

be equipped individually with two-, three-, or four-axis robots and

ing the sliced products into the pack cavities, the first is the

appropriate gripper systems. MULTIVAC handling modules can

MULTIVAC Horizontal Loader and the second the MULTIVAC Pick-

be used very flexibly for a wide variety of products, pack formats,

and-Place system. Both solutions are designed to transfer sliced

weights, and cycle times. As the most simple form of presen-

products fully automatically and very efficiently at high output

tation, individual portions can be packed in one or more stacks.

from the slicer into the pack cavities, while at the same time

However, it is also possible to create more complex loading pat-

maintaining an optimum, continuous product flow. Both systems

terns – even very thin slices can be shingled in multiple rows or

can be used for a wide variety of sliced products, and they are

arranged in a round or oval shape.

available for all high-output MULTIVAC thermoforming packaging
machines.

TWO EFFICIENT SOLUTIONS FOR GENTLE LOADING OF
PRODUCTS
The MULTIVAC Horizontal Loader is an innovative solution, which

PERFECTLY SLICED PRODUCTS, OPTIMUM PACK RESULTS
MULTIVAC’s automation concept is based on a higher-level control system. The MULTIVAC Line Control (MLC) coordinates all
the components of the packaging line and ensures the loading
and packaging procedure is fast, precise, reproducible, and

transparent. Operating automated and sometimes complex lines
is designed to be very simple via the central control terminal of
the packaging machine. The integration of all modules into the
central machine control also reduces the complexity – and where
there are recurring production orders, the corresponding configuration can be automatically transferred to all the individual
line components, which means the interaction between human
and machine is reduced and the potential for errors kept to a
minimum.
There are significant benefits in linking slicers to packaging
machines by means of high-performance loading systems, which
increase the level of automation throughout the line: thanks to
its innovative slicing technology, the slicer always produces the
optimum slice quality, while the loading system, which is perfectly tuned to the capacity of the slicer, ensures the portions
are gently transported to the thermoform packaging machine and
then loaded reliably into the pack cavities. The packaging machine
then creates the optimum pack results thanks to its forming,
sealing, and cutting equipment, which is perfectly designed to
meet the individual pack requirements. Even in the case of small
to medium throughput, such solutions quickly pay off – and when
compared with manual loading, there are significant benefits in
terms of efficiency, process reliability, and hygiene.

HORIZONTAL
LOADER

SL 800 SLICER
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COMPREHENSIVE EXPERTISE IN PACKAGING
LINES AND AUTOMATION
MULTIVAC at Anuga FoodTec 2018

M

ULTIVAC has expanded its product portfolio for

automation with a wide range of exhibits. In addition to its many

“Better Processing”. At Anuga FoodTec 2018

packaging solutions, it will also be presenting for the first time

the packaging specialist will be presenting its

its portioning systems and a slicer solution, which are fully inte-

comprehensive expertise in packaging lines and

grated in automated packaging lines.

MULTIVAC in Hall 9.1, Stand A020
(Process technology / Packaging)

TVI in the outside area, Hall 9
(Live demonstration of TVI machines)
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PACKS OF SLICED PRODUCTS

shingled portions and straight or offset stacks, through to the
shingling of wafer-thin cut product, and right up to the folding of

One of the highlights of the trade fair will be a highly efficient

individual slices. The Horizontal Loader is designed to ensure a

packaging line for the automated slicing and packing of products

wide range of sliced portions can be transferred very efficiently

such as cheese, ham and other sliced products. Compared to

from the slicer to the cavities of the thermoformed packs. Thanks

conventional slicing solutions on the market, this line is character-

to the use of this hygienic loading system, which is very gentle

ised by its significantly reduced footprint. The MULTIVAC solution

on the products, it is not necessary to bridge any height differ-

will consist of a SL 800 slicer, a R 245 thermoform packaging

ences between the slicer and the packaging machine, and this

machine, a horizontal loader and a compact L 330 conveyor belt

means the length of the line is reduced significantly. The R 245

labeller. An H 130 handling module is used to load the packs into

thermoform packaging machine is characterised by its very high

boxes.

level of machine efficiency, an equally efficient use of packaging

The SL 800 slicer is equipped with fully automatic central

materials and energy, and last but not least its small footprint.

loading and offers a high slicing speed of up to 800 slices per

The proven MULTIVAC drawer system for the simple change of

minute. The product infeed is carried out in a highly controlled

forming and sealing die parts, as well as the hinged side clad-

and compression-free process using servo-driven product infeed

ding and film quick-change system, enable this high-performance

units. The portioning system on the machine can perform vir-

machine to be converted quickly to a wide range of pack formats,

tually any portioning task - from precise placement of slices in

ensuring that it offers the maximum flexibility.

SHAPED CONTOUR PACKS
With its R 145 thermoform packaging machine, MULTIVAC
will be presenting an economic and attractive solution for producing small batches of packs with high-quality shaped contour cutting. The model has an innovative drawer system for
the forming and sealing dies, which enables a format change
to be performed more reliably and above all significantly more
quickly than with manual handling of the dies. Thanks to the
new design of the BAS 20 shaped contour cutting unit, which
is now available for all thermoform packaging machines in the
R 1xx series, the machine makes a major contribution to a
higher degree of flexibility and a reduced level of packaging
material consumption. The compact BAS 20 enables portion
packs to be produced efficiently in highly individual pack
shapes - whether it is in flexible film or rigid film.

TRAY PACKS FOR FRESH MEAT
MULTIVAC will be exhibiting an automated traysealer line, in
which a portioner from TVI is integrated, for the packaging of
sliced fresh meat. The T 800 traysealer, which can be scaled to
individual requirements, is particularly suitable for producing
MAP packs and MultiFresh™ vacuum skin packs in large batches.
It enables trays to be packed with a product protrusion of up to
20 mm, and these offer a particularly attractive pack appearance.

VACUUM SKIN PACKS
MULTIVAC has many years of experience in vacuum skin technology and offers a broad spectrum of packaging machines, which
meet the widest range of requirements in regard to pack size,

The multi-functional and highly flexible GMS 520 singlecut portioning system from TVI ensures the highest product quality is
achieved, even at high throughput, as regards cutting, forming
and arranging of the product. The portioner can process all types
of red meat and poultry - for every portion in any consistency, and
always optimised for weight and product waste at a low level of
processing expense. The finished packs are labelled on a L 310
conveyor belt labeller with a full-wrap label.

output, and level of automation. The R 105 MF thermoform packaging machine for producing MultiFresh™ packs will be shown at
the trade fair, and this machine enables even small-scale manufacturers to make the entry into vacuum skin packaging.
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PORTIONER
MULTIVAC will also be exhibiting on its stand the universal GMS 1600 twincut
high-output portioning system from TVI. The highly accurate portioner offers not
only maximum portioning quality and yield thanks to its three-dimensional forming, but also a very high degree of flexibility in portioning fresh and frozen meat
as diced or as slices in a wide range of thicknesses. The processing capability
ranges from pork fillets to beef topside and from a one-millimetre thick carpaccio
slice to a 300 mm thick sliced roast joint. The twin-track cutting channel ensures
a high throughput is achieved, as does the capability for simultaneous reloading
during the portioning process.

AUTOMATED PACKING OF SAUSAGES
With its MULTIVAC Centrifuge Feeder (MCF) for the automatic packing
of straight sausages in large batches, MULTIVAC will be presenting a
loading system, which can be integrated seamlessly into packaging lines
and enables up to 600 sausages per minute to be separated and loaded
with gentle handling. Compared to manual loading, this solution enables
handling costs to be reduced by up to 60 percent. The MCF is suitable
for single-layer and multi-layer packs with any number and orientation of
sausages.

SHRINK PACKS
When it comes to packaging food in film pouches, MULTIVAC will be
exhibiting not only its smaller chamber machines but also a shrink packaging line, consisting of a B 325 chamber belt machine and a SE 320 shrink
tank. The B 325 is suitable for the automated packing of large batches of
processed meat and sausages, ham, bacon, fresh meat or cheese, and
for producing maturation packs or transport packaging of large catering
cuts. Its chamber is equipped at the front and back with two plug-in sealing bars, each 1,000 mm long, and the machine can be loaded from both
sides. At Anuga FoodTec the machine will be featured with MULTIVAC’s
SE 320 shrink tank, which has a capacity of 360 litres. The complete solution is characterised by its attractive price, small footprint and simple
handling.

MULTIVAC X-LINE
Particular attention will however be focused on the presentation of the
X-line, a new generation of thermoforming packaging machines. This is
being honoured with the Gold International FoodTec Award 2018 at Anuga
FoodTec. In conjunction with its trade fair partners, the DLG (German Agricultural Association) gives this award to groundbreaking developments in innovation,
sustainability and efficiency in the sector of food technology. As a result of its
seamless digitalisation, comprehensive sensor system and networking with
the MULTIVAC Cloud, the X-line creates a new dimension, when it comes
to packaging reliability, quality, performance, and future-proofness. Its
HMI 3 Multi-Touch user interface is high-resolution and is equivalent
to the operating logic of today’s mobile devices. As a completely
new generation of dies, the X-tools have an extensive range of
innovations in their design, sensor system, and actuating features, and they guarantee the lowest operating costs in
the market.

MARKING & INSPECTION SOLUTIONS
MULTIVAC Marking & Inspection is also represented on the MULTIVAC
stand and will be presenting information about its comprehensive range
of marking, labelling, and inspection solutions for the food industry. One
of the latest innovations, that will be on display at the trade fair, is the new
generation of direct web printers.
The DP 230 direct web printer, designed for use on thermoform packaging machines, consists of a printer and a propulsion unit, which enables
the printer to move at either right angles to the film transport direction or
in the transport direction itself. The system is specially designed for the
particular machine model and therefore forms a single unit with the thermoforming packaging machine in its design and controls. It is installed in a
space-saving position over the sealing station. A complete stainless steel
perforated plate housing ensures maximum safety and ease of cleaning
and the new servo drive technology provides the highest level of accuracy
and maximum speeds. The DP 230 will be on display at the trade fair as
part of an automated packaging solution for the manufacturing of shaped
packs.

LIVE PRESENTATIONS BY TVI
Live demonstrations by TVI in a marquee in the outside grounds will complete the varied
range of trade fair attractions. After making an appointment on the exhibition stand, visitors can experience a live showing of the full range of capabilities of the GMS 520 and
GMS 1600 portioning machines. A further highlight will be the presentation of a small,
fully automated line, consisting of a GMS 520 singlecut portioning machine and a fully
automatic AIR 520 flexload loading system from TVI, as well as a T 600 traysealer, which
seals the sliced portions in a modified atmosphere tray.
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ATTRACTIVE PORTION
PACKS FOR CHINESE
SNACK SPECIALITIES
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Since 2013 the Hunan Linwu Shunhua Duck
Development Co. Ltd, which is located in
the Chinese province of Hunan, has been
using MULTIVAC thermoforming packaging
machines to pack its range of convenience
products made from fish, duck and beef.
Until recently, the daily production tasks
were carried out by two R 245 and two R 105
machines. In June 2017 a further R 245 thermoforming packaging machine was added,
this time to produce portion packs for duck
meat snacks. This meant the company was
the first in the Chinese market to produce
modified atmosphere packs for this application in a largely automated process.

R 245

R 245* THERMOFORMING PACKAGING MACHINE
Cut-off length (mm)

< 700

Forming depth (mm)

< 150

Output (cycles/min)
Hygiene standard

*Depending on the equipment

< 15
MULTIVAC Hygienic Design™

1

2

3

4

1

Staff cut apart the duck meat.

The R 245 is loaded manually at
Linwu Shunhua.
2

3 A loading grid is used for filling the
pack cavities.

A member of staff removes the
finished snack packs.
4

L

ong shelf life, full flavour, appetising
appearance, and a customer-friendly
pack for the range of fish, duck, and
beef specialities - this is the declared

aim of the Chinese food producing company,
which was founded in 1999. The company’s
core product is a traditional Chinese product,
namely cooked duck in a range of varieties,
which are prepared according to time-honoured recipes and packaged hygienically in
high-quality and attractive retail packs. Linwu
Shunhua is growing rapidly and currently has
around 2,100 employees. The company has an
annual turnover of approx. 1 billion RMB.

POSITIVE BUSINESS TREND
There are plenty of reasons for this gratifying
business trend: high quality, innovative concepts, a modern range of machines, and last
but not least the various trends and developments in the market, to which the company’s
agile management has reacted with the right
products. The market for convenience products,
snacks and ready meals is booming in China

R 105

R 105* THERMOFORMING PACKAGING MACHINE
Cut-off length (mm)

< 300

Forming depth (mm)

< 95

Output (cycles/min)
Hygiene standard
*Depending on the equipment

<8

MULTIVAC Hygienic Design™
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- particularly in the cities. Parallel to this, there is also a constantly
growing demand for healthy and high-quality food products.
In addition to aligning its product range to developing trends,
the company has also matched its packaging procedure to the
new challenges. For a long time the company used aluminium
pouches, which were manually filled and then sealed in chamber machines before being sterilised at 121° C, for packing its
ready-to-eat duck and beef snacks. But the procedure was very
time-intensive and costly. Due to the constantly growing demand
in the market, it was no longer possible in practice to manage the
enormous task, which included at that time the use of around 150
double chamber machines.
With a view to shelf life and pack design, as well as efficiency
and personnel costs, the decision was made at Linwu Shunhua to look for a new solution and optimise the entire process.
“The primary aim was to extend the shelf life of our snacks to
twelve months - while achieving a consistently high-quality taste
even after sterilisation. Parallel to this, the packs also had to be
more attractive and the packaging procedure largely automated,”
explains the owner of the company, Mr Hu Jianwen.

MULTIVAC MACHINES SPEAK FOR THEMSELVES
Crucial to the purchase of the first two MULTIVAC R 245
machines, as well as both the R 105 machines were references
from similar projects. In addition to this, the customer was very
impressed by the high quality of the machine concepts and the
professional service and support from MULTIVAC China, added
to which was the sample production of highly representative and
extremely helpful sample packs, which were produced for the
customer. There was therefore great trust at Linwu Shunhua in
the ability of these packaging experts to develop a suitable solution for the new portion packs of duck meat snacks.
In June 2017 following extensive analysis, a third R 245 thermoforming packaging machine was purchased. The R 245, which
can be freely configured and is designed for medium output, is
ideally suited to the requirements at Linwu Shunhua. It offers
the highest level of efficiency thanks to the lowest possible consumption of packaging material and energy.
Thanks to a comprehensive spectrum of equipment options,
the machine can even produce complex pack shapes at a high
cycle output. An aluminium film is used for both the upper and
lower webs of the duck meat snack packs from Linwu Shunhua.
Some of the challenges during the project were the design of the
packs and the automatic loading of the small meat pieces into
the R 245. “Our duck meat is packaged in MAP portion packs
made of aluminium film. It was the first project of this type on the
Chinese market. Initially we had some fears that our customers,
who were used to the vacuum packs, would think that the more
voluminous MAP packs were damaged,” recalls Mr Jianwen. But
after the packaging concept was explained in detail, these packs
have now found growing approval and “our duck meat snacks are
enjoying great popularity.”

1

2

3

SPECIAL DEVICE FOR EFFICIENT LOADING
A major challenge was in fact the loading of the meat pieces into
the pack cavities, which up to that point was not efficient and
did not achieve satisfactory results. The problem was solved by

4

the use of a special grid in the loading area. This grid rests on the
lower web and enables the pack cavities to be filled quickly by

5
6
7

hand, without grease or meat particles being able to fall onto the
seal seam. As soon as the thermoformed cavities are filled, the
grid is raised and the film transported onwards, before the grid is
lowered onto the next section of film. This means the packs can

8

be sealed perfectly and then sterilised by means of hot water.
All at Linwu Shunhua were particularly impressed by the
comprehensive advice and help from MULTIVAC. The packaging
expert was able to answer questions such as “How can the packs
be further improved as regards appearance, shape, size and rigid-

- 3 The pieces of meat are
portioned using a multihead
weigher.
1

- 5 Staff load the meat portions into the pack cavities.
4

The packs are sealed with a
printed upper web.
6

7 The filled packs are transported to the sealing station.
8 The finished packs are discharged separately.

ity?” or “How can the sterilisation process also be improved?”
and “How can the shelf life of the products be extended, or how
can the flavour be preserved over a longer storage period?”
The feedback from the end consumers has also been very
positive, since the attractive portion packs are easy to handle, and
the appetising duck meat has been well received by consumers
as a small snack between meals.
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HIGH-QUALITY
PACKAGING FOR
HIGH-QUALITY MEAT

La Granda is more than a vision. La Granda is a consortium, which has
dedicated itself to revitalizing an old cattle breed from the Piedmont
region and allowing traditional rearing methods to be revived. The
responsible handling of animals and the careful processing of their
high-quality meat brings tasty meat products to the consumer’s table
not only in the Italian province of Cuneo but also far beyond its borders. With its needs-based packaging solutions, MULTIVAC makes an
important contribution to increasing the required production capacity
at La Granda and thereby supporting its establishment in the market.
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L

a Granda was founded in 1996 on the initiative of Sergio
Capaldo. The veterinary surgeon, who was born in 1953
in Fossano in the province of Cuneo, fights passionately
to preserve the “White Giants”, a traditional cattle breed

from Piedmont, whose meat is particularly tasty and low in fat.
While the meat of other cattle breeds is generally about three
percent, the figure for this Piedmontese breed is only some 0.5
to 1.0 percent. In comparison with conventional methods however, the rearing of these cattle proved to be barely economic,
which meant it increasingly disappeared into the background.
At the end of the 1990s, the population of these Piedmontese
cattle had shrunk to around half of the herd in the 1960s - at that
time there were still about 680,000 animals.
Sergio Capaldo recognized the danger of a progressive weakening of this cattle rearing tradition in Cuneo and decided to act.
The energetic animal lover, who since 2004 has also been the
National Livestock Manager for Slow Food, as well as the Quality Meat Manager for the Eataly Group, was quickly able to win
over the first cattle breeders to his idea and convince them that
through their work they were at the centre of the process chain,
and therefore had to live up to a high sense of responsibility.

ANIMAL AND HUMAN WELFARE TAKE PRIDE OF PLACE
The declared aim of La Granda is to link tradition and innovation.
The old-fashioned rearing methods had to be updated, while
animal welfare needed to be pushed to the forefront. Among
the few, simple rules is that the new-born calves are suckled by

R 120

R 120* THERMOFORMING PACKAGING MACHINE
Cut-off length (mm)

< 300

Forming depth (mm)

< 100

Output (cycles/min)
Hygiene standard

*Depending on the equipment

<8
MULTIVAC Hygienic Design™

the mother cow for four to six months in accordance with the
rhythm of nature, and they grow up during this time in the cattle
stall. Based on the maxim “ Animals are what they eat”, only traditional and typical agricultural products are used to feed them.
La Granda feels a responsibility not only towards the animals
and humans, but also towards the region. The correct balance
between social and cultural responsibility on the one hand, as
well as collective growth and efficiency on the other, is therefore
a constant challenge.

THE RIGHT MARKETING IS CRUCIAL FOR SUCCESS
La Granda Trasformazione S.r.l. arose in parallel with the work on
the breeders’ association. The company’s business mission is to
bring the meat of the Piedmontese cattle to the consumer - at fair
prices to all involved. It is also thanks to the systematic efforts by
the cooperative initiative to convince consumers, that they are
now more prepared to pay a reasonable price for the high-quality
product. This closes the circle, since the breeders are appreciated
and rewarded accordingly for their painstaking work in rearing the
cattle. The incentive is therefore correspondingly high.
The level of transparency in the whole process is equally high
- in addition to legal requirements, this is also due to the fact that
the consumer today wants to know exactly where the bought
meat comes from, what the constituents of the product are, and
who has processed it. In this way, La Granda is striking a chord
with the times.

F 100

F 100* THERMOFORMING PACKAGING MACHINE
Cut-off length (mm)

< 300

Forming depth (mm)

< 95

Output (cycles/min)
Hygiene standard
*Depending on the equipment

<8

MULTIVAC Hygienic Design™
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EXPANDING CAPACITY DUE TO HIGH DEMAND

percent meat from Piedmontese cattle, and Carne Cruda, a calf
meat steak tartare, which celebrated its 20th anniversary in 2017.

The great popularity of the product with consumers, who appreciated the whole project as much as the meat products of the La
Granda brand, did however make a new production site neces-

THERMOFORMING PACKAGING MACHINES FOR A HIGH

sary. Naturally the rising demand for the beef had to be satisfied.

LEVEL OF FLEXIBILITY

In 2011 therefore, La Granda left its old 300 square metre factory

As part of the new production process, the first MULTIVAC R 120

which was no longer large enough for the new production quan-

thermoforming packaging machine was introduced in place of

tities, and moved to a new site. This had an area of 1,200 square

the old chamber machine. Thanks to its compact dimensions and

metres and also housed a restaurant and a retail sales business

high level of flexibility, it is suitable for packing products of differ-

for meat products. MULTIVAC has constantly been accompa-

ent weights between 50 and 500 grams. Its two thermoforming

nying this progress, particularly with regard to the two most

dies also enable large pieces of meat over 1.5 kg to be packed, as

important La Granda products: Giotto, a hamburger made of 100

well as enabling collation packs to be produced.

A short time later, this site too was bursting at the seams.
A new extension was therefore absolutely essential. Today the

IDEALLY EQUIPPED FOR THE FUTURE

total surface area is 4,000 square metres. Every day 3,000 kg

Today the two installed MULTIVAC machines play an important

of meat portions and 4,000 hamburgers of different weights are

role in the meat producer’s production process. Some 15,000

produced.

packs are produced every day. These are of course figures, which

The constant growth led eventually to the purchase of a fur-

are far removed from those of industrial-scale production, but

ther thermoforming packaging machine. Due to the highly posi-

they represent a significant mark for La Granda. The production

tive experience with the R 120, the outstanding advice from the

quantity fully meets all the company’s requirements, while the

experienced MULTIVAC packaging specialists and the close con-

pack quality and high-quality products fulfil the demands of con-

tact with MULTIVAC’s Italian subsidiary, La Granda turned with

sumers - there is even the sense of a hand-made product in its

trust to MULTIVAC for the second packaging machine as well.

production method, a quality feature that La Granda wants to

This time the decision was for a F 100 model, whose dimensions

continue to retain.

met the packaging requirements for the Giotto hamburger. The

La Granda is moving on a course of expansion and continues

product is supplied by La Granda in five different sizes to all the

to expand its product range as well. Thanks to MULTIVAC and

most important restaurant chains and enjoys great popularity.

the far-sighted ideas of Sergio Capaldo, the Carne Cruda product

It was the flexibility of the machine as regards different pack

from the front part of the animal today enjoys great popularity, not

formats, which was at the forefront in the first phases of the proj-

only in Piedmont but throughout all the regions of Italy. And the

ect. The thermoforming die installed on the F 100 enables both

company’s growth is not yet completed. La Granda is well set up

individual packs and collation packs to be produced. The variable

and prepared to cross new borders. It can count on the support

forming depth down to a maximum of 80 mm is also of great

of reliable partners like MULTIVAC - a choice which has proved to

benefit.

be ideal and offers many options for the future.
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MORE THAN
JUST A GOLDEN
OPPORTUNITY FOOD PROCESSING IN THE LAND
OF GENGHIS
KHAN

atmosphere and automatically labelled - at

W

first sight this does not seem unusual. But it

the Western Sahara, and which is among the ten

Sliced ham packed under modified

ith

its

1.3

million

inhabitants,

Ulan Bator is the largest city in
the country. It is home to more
than 40 percent of the country’s

approximately 3 million people, who live in the
world’s most sparsely populated country after

is however a success story. This is because it

richest countries in the world when it comes to

is happening in Ulan Bator, the capital of

a half times as large an area as Germany.

natural resources, as well as being about four and
Livestock husbandry, which is often still

Mongolia. And when it comes to the

conducted by traditional nomads, is one of the

packaging solution, this is one of the first

most important sectors of the economy along with

high-output machines ever to have

graze on the grass-covered steppes. The livestock

mining. Horses, cattle, camels, sheep and goats

successfully been put into operation in this

numbers have grown significantly in recent years

part of Asia.

than double that in 2014. But the figures give a false

- from some 25 million animals in 2003 to more
impression of the hard reality: the traditional cattle
produce significantly less milk than new breeds,
and their carcass weight is up to 40 percent less,
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particularly at the end of a hard winter, in which the animals are

forming

unable to find much food. The livestock numbers also fall rapidly

a MR 625 labeller, is used to pack the products.

in times of extreme cold, which are very typical for Mongolia.
There is also overgrazing in many areas of the country.

packaging

“Crucial

for

machine,
the

which

investment

is

equipped

decision

was

with
the

requirement by our customers for an extended shelf life for

A conscious rethinking towards more intensive and

the sliced products. The products had to be packed in modified

higher-quality animal husbandry, which could for example be

atmosphere packs and be capable of being kept for up to 14 days in

achieved by the introduction of robust cattle breeds that are

chilled conditions,” says Mr Badmaa, CEO of HKU, describing the

suitable for this region, may be able to provide a solution - as may

starting point.

the husbandry of pigs and chickens.
THERMOFORMING PACKAGING MACHINE WITH BOTH
AN IMPORTANT STEP TOWARDS THE FUTURE

UPPER AND LOWER WEB FORMING STATIONS

One meat producer, which recognizes the sign of the times and

The packaging line was put into service in Ulan Bator in July 2016

has already begun to build up more intensive cattle husbandry,

after a successful test phase. There was great anticipation during

is HKU. The company is part of the Makh Impex Group and is the

the fine-tuning of the packaging procedure. “For the first time

largest supplier in Mongolia. Founded in 1946, HKU now employs

in Mongolia, a thermoforming packaging machine was about

200 staff. In its premises in Ulan Bator, the company processes

to be used, which was equipped with both an upper and lower

8,000 sheep, 800 cattle and 300 pigs per day. Its storage capacity

web forming station. It was MULTIVAC’s wide experience and

is around 16,000 tons. In 2010 the “Nuudel” brand name was

comprehensive line expertise, as well as the many success

coined to bring semi-manufactured and convenience products

stories we heard, which were the reasons why we decided on

onto the market.

MULTIVAC,” emphasizes Mr Badmaa.

HKU’s product range consists of ten different types of

The R 245, which can be freely configured and is designed for

smoked sausage, eleven sorts of scalded and cooked sau-

medium output, is ideally suited to the requirements at HKU. It is

sage, three types of liver sausage and 13 “Nuudel” products.

characterised by its highly efficient consumption of energy and

When it comes to packing the products, they put their trust

p a ck a g i n g

in MULTIVAC. A R 245 thermo-

materialand,thankstoacomprehensiverangeofequipmentoptions,
the machine can even produce complex pack shapes at a high

EFFICIENT LABELLING SOLUTION WITH A HIGH LEVEL OF

cycle output. Its operation is particularly ergonomic, since it is

POSITIONING ACCURACY

equipped with the MULTIVAC HMI 2.0 user interface, which is

This very efficient line is complemented by a MR 625 cross

operated intuitively. At HKU the R 245 is used primarily for packing

web labeller, which applies labels to the finished packs. It is

ham slices. The ham is sliced by a TEXTOR TS500 slicer upstream

characterised by its high level of speed and labelling accuracy.

of the packaging machine. The sliced and shingled products are

The labels can be precisely applied to the top and/or bottom of

loaded manually into the pack cavities.

the sealed packs. A wide range of label formats and materials

The maximum forming depth is 150 mm and the maximum
cut-off length is 700 mm The R 245 has two sets of dies, which

can be run. It is operated via the HMI 2.0 of the thermoforming
packaging machine.

can be changed quickly thanks to MULTIVAC’s proven drawer

Mr Badmaa is very satisfied with the overall solution. The

system, thereby reducing the conversion time to other pack

line components are perfectly matched to each other, and the

formats to a minimum. This versatile model can run flexible and

packaging results are very impressive in every respect. The

rigid film with a thickness up to 1,000 µm and a film width up to

shelf life of the sliced ham also fully meets the customers’

560 mm, although the sealing station and film thickness at HKU

requirements. Thanks to the new optimised packaging

were of course fine-tuned to the specific requirements of the

procedure, HKU is now ideally equipped for the future. Rus-

products being packed and the necessary pack quality. Intensive

sia, China and Japan have already opened their markets for the

tests were required in this regard to correct some small issues

importation of Mongolian meat products from those companies,

in the forming and sealing process during the initial installation

which meet their national regulations on food safety.

phase.

R 245

R 245* THERMOFORMING PACKAGING MACHINE
Cut-off length (mm)

< 700

Forming depth (mm)

< 150

Output (cycles/min)
Hygiene standard
*Depending on the equipment

< 15

MULTIVAC Hygienic Design™
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FRESH SEAFOOD:
PROCESSED AND PACKED
IMMEDIATELY
A coveted location directly by the fishing port of Nanfang-ao in Yilan County, Taiwan. Seafood in
its freshest form, creative recipes and the highest quality, as well as technological standards.
This is how Cheer Foods, market leader in the domestic fish processing industry, likes to be
described. More than 2,000 tons of its specialities are exported to China, Hong Kong, South
East Asia and America by the innovative and traditional family company.
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T

he product range of Cheer Foods is colourful and
diverse. The varied recipes are developed specially
for the particular target markets. The products are
supplied

to

hotels,

restaurants,

catering

businesses and operators of night markets, as well as to hot pot
chains, where the traditional East Asian fondue is the focus of
sociable meals. Cheer Foods was founded in 1986. The number
of employees has since risen to around 75. “Our location in the
fishing port of Nanfang-ao is a great advantage. We are able to
process the freshest and best seafood immediately,” explains
CEO Jerry Lee. State-of-the-art technology and the highest
quality standards guarantee the delicate products arrive fresh
and appetising at the customer. This is because food safety
and hygiene have the highest priority throughout the entire
process chain. With its CAS certification and various quality
management systems such as HACCP, Cheer Foods is able to
meet all the required international guidelines.

INNOVATIVE PACK DESIGN SUPPORTS THE DEVELOPMENT OF NEW MARKETS
Since the beginning of 2016 the company has been packing
its seafood on a MULTIVAC R 245 thermoforming packaging
machine. “Our products not only look great, they also taste
excellent. We also extend this quality requirement to the
packaging,” explains Jerry Lee. “We wanted the aim of the
project to be an easy-to-open pack with a design similar to the
packs, which we had seen at MULTIVAC Japan. Basically our
intention was to open a new market for convenience food with
this pack.” In short: the company wanted the packaging for the
squid, sea urchin bottarga, fish balls and cherry prawn crackers,
as well as all the other tasty snacks to lift the products from the
level of the conventional Taiwanese products and to present
them attractively at the point of sale.
The result is impressive and all expectations were met,
“even though this packaging procedure was completely new to
us,” adds Jamie Chen. The attractive film packs set the scene
perfectly at the point of sale. And they have been very well
received by consumers. Another benefit: the shelf life of the
speciality products, which spoil very easily, has been extended

R 245
significantly.

R 245* THERMOFORMING PACKAGING MACHINE
Cut-off length (mm)

< 700

Forming depth (mm)

< 150

Output (cycles/min)
Hygiene standard

*Depending on the equipment

< 15
MULTIVAC Hygienic Design™

1

2

EFFICIENT PACKAGING PROCEDURE
3

But it was not just the packaging itself, which was the focus
of attention for the family company. Cheer Food also wanted
to improve the productivity and efficiency of the packaging
procedure. It was for this reason, Cheer Foods decided not

4
5
6

only to invest in a new thermoforming packaging machine,
but also to adapt this to the individual requirements of the
company and of the packs to be produced. The loading area of the
thermoforming packaging machine was therefore extended,
allowing up to six staff to load the products manually into the pack
cavities. This meant the output of this very productive machine
could be increased still further.
The R 245, which is very efficient in its use of resources, is
a fully configurable model that is ideally suited to these specific

Staff fill the pack cavities
with fish products
1 - 3

requirements. It is equipped with the proven drawer system for
the simple change of forming and sealing die parts, as well as
hinged side frames and a film quick-change system. This enables

The filled packs are
transported to the sealing station

the machine to be converted quickly to other pack formats, which

The packs are sealed with a
printed upper web

procedure.

4

5

6 The colourful retail pack gives
an attractive presentation at the
point of sale

has a very positive impact on the flexibility of the packaging

QUICK DELIVERY, OUTSTANDING SERVICE
Jerry Lee is particularly pleased that the robust packaging
machine is very easy to operate, and that its installation was
completed very quickly. “This was particularly important to us.
We needed the machine at short notice. And MULTIVAC was able
to guarantee this for us.” It took just a few weeks from the first
idea to the point where the machine was delivered by MULTIVAC
Taiwan. The Service team then only needed one day to put the
R 245 into operation on site and to make all the important
settings. Training of the staff also proceeded very smoothly.
“We are very satisfied with all aspects. The decision in favour of
MULTIVAC was absolutely the right one. The machine has met
all our expectations, the packaging result is excellent and the
service outstanding,” says the CEO in conclusion.
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PORTION-PACKED
PROCESSED
CHEESE IN TAIWAN
In August 2016 a complete packaging line, consisting of a R 245
thermoforming packaging machine and a filling system, went into service
at Powerred. This packaging solution now enables the company, which has
its headquarters in Taiwan, to pack its high-quality cheese spread
hygienically and efficiently in attractive portion packs - and to cater for the
trend towards packaged food based on individual needs, a trend that
continues to grow in the Asia-Pacific region.
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P

owerred was founded in Taiwan in 2006.
The company manufactures processed
cheese, which was originally packed in
larger packs of 300 to 500 grams. Since

the MULTIVAC packaging machine was put into
service however, the processed cheese can now

also be packed and retailed in handy portion packs.
The first cheese spread product was launched on
the domestic market in 2010 and has since achieved
a market share of over 70 percent. Powerred has also been
active in the Chinese market since 2013.

R 245

R 245* THERMOFORMING PACKAGING MACHINE
Cut-off length (mm)

< 700

Forming depth (mm)

< 150

Output (cycles/min)
Hygiene standard

*Depending on the equipment

< 15
MULTIVAC Hygienic Design™

1

2

1 The processed cheese is
packaged in portion packs
made of rigid film.
2 The hot cheese mass is
filled into the pack cavities by
means of an automatic filling
unit.

CONSUMER BEHAVIOUR IN TRANSITION
The Taiwanese market leader has a very positive view of the current and future sales potential for its products in the target markets - and not just because of demographic developments in the
different regions. Jamie Chen, deputy head of the Research &
3

Development department at Powerred, explains: “Family structures and eating habits have changed in Asia. Today there are
many small households, and the portions should be varied and

4

not too large. We see great potential therefore for our products,
which we can offer our customers in attractive portion packs,
which are based on individual needs.”
In addition to this, consumers’ purchasing behaviour is

5

increasingly reflecting Western practices, particularly among the
younger generation. There is still of course fresh food on sale in
the local street markets, but the trend among consumers is moving rapidly towards high-quality products, which can be kept for
longer and are retailed in attractive packs.
As the demand for smaller pack sizes grew relentlessly, the

3 The portion packs are
sealed with the upper web.

The separated portion
packs are discharged via a
transport conveyor.
4

A handling module
removes the portion packs.
5

decision was made at Powerred to purchase a new packaging
machine. The choice was made in favour of the MULTIVAC R 245
thermoforming packaging machine, which is capable of being
freely configured. This is because the packaging specialist is
one of the few suppliers in the market, which is able to cover
all aspects of portion packaging and to offer the right solution to
meet the customer’s individual requirements. MULTIVAC has a
wide range of thermoforming packaging machines available, as
well as many different cutting systems for separating the packs.

OPTIMUM SOLUTION FOR DEMANDING CHALLENGES
As a freely configurable thermoforming packaging machine in
the medium-output range, the R 245 is perfectly suited to the
demands of a modern production operation. It offers a high level
of efficiency with significantly reduced consumption of packaging material and energy. Thanks to a wide range of equipment
options, even complex pack shapes can be produced at high
output. Among these options are the proven drawer system for
the simple change of forming and sealing die parts, as well as
hinged side frames and a quick-change system for film.
MULTIVAC Taiwan delivered the R 245 with a laminar-flow
unit, which ensures contamination is minimised when the
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sensitive cheese mass is being filled. The

EXPERTISE IN PACKAGING LINES PAYS

packaging procedure meets the highest

OFF

standards with regard to hygiene. Since

MULTIVAC’s

the portion packs are produced with rigid

expertise in packaging lines paid off with

project

experience

and

film, the machine was also equipped

this project. “Production of portion packs,

with a preheating station. An auto-

particularly with delicate products such as

matic filling unit with a total of

cheese, is a very challenging and complex

24 filling heads ensures the

task. All the modules of the packaging line

hot cheese mass is filled pre-

must be designed for the specific require-

cisely into the pack cavities.

ments and materials, and they have to

“This means, of course, our

be perfectly coordinated with each other.

processed cheese can be kept

Only in this way can an optimum pack

for longer,” adds Jamie Chen. The

result be achieved,” adds Claire Kuo, who

weight of the packs varies from 20

was responsible at MULTIVAC Taiwan for

to 40 grams. The cavities of the thermoformed packs have different depths
depending on the portion size.

implementing the Powerred project.
Any initial difficulties were quickly eliminated by the MULTIVAC team. The filling
heads initially proved to have small leaks

SECURE AND RELIABLE MARKING

when the machine was not in operation.
However, the problem was soon solved by

A high-performance laser printer, which is

adjusting the height of the inlet and outlet

completely enclosed in its own housing,

pipes.

was integrated into the packaging line for

All those involved still remember the

marking the packs. “This means we can

high level of cooperation throughout the

meet the highest security standards for

project. “We are very glad, that we decided

the pack marking, as well,” says Jamie

on MULTIVAC. All the objectives of the

Chen. Because the print data is perma-

project were achieved in full - and the con-

nently printed onto the pack by the laser

structive training courses on the machine

printer, it is not possible to make any sub-

have ensured our staff are able to perform

sequent changes - this ensures the mark-

all aspects of the packaging procedure

ing can not be tampered with afterwards.

professionally,” says Jamie Chen. Project

The portion packs themselves have

manager, Claire Kuo, adds: “Thanks to the

been very well received by consumers.

benefit of our expertise in die technology

They meet the individual needs of cus-

and automation, we are also able to cre-

tomers and are easy to open. Everyone at

ate additional benefits for our customers.

Powerred is also very satisfied, since the

The whole process is more efficient and

machine achieves the desired output and

economical, which means our customers

delivers excellent pack results.

become even more competitive.”
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TURKISH SPECIALITIES FOR EATING
AT HOME
Senpilic has been able to successfully position itself in the market as
a leading brand with a market share of 14 percent. Founded in 1978
as a small poultry farm, Senpilic operates its business today with 24
breeding stations, two hatchery sites, two feed businesses and two
abattoirs, which are equipped with the latest technology, and the company works under contract with 880 poultry farms. The company is
proud of its core values, integrity and innovation, and it performs pioneering work throughout the entire country in its use of widespread
technology.

S

enpilic processes around 320,000 tons of poultry

other sectors of the country’s economy,” explains Bengü Küçük

meat annually. The fresh meat range consists of

proudly. She began her career at Senpilic in 2016 as Head of

whole chickens, chicken breasts and legs, chicken

Research & Development, and today she successfully manages

wings, livers, hearts, and other innards. The range of

the company’s food production sites. “In our new factory in

processed products is also very diverse. The spectrum ranges

Sakarya Söğütlü for example, which went into operation at the

from traditional Sucuk sausage in ring or straight shape through

beginning of 2016, we currently process up to 1,200 tons of meat

to salami and cocktail sausages, and right up to snack and con-

per month. And we are still a long way from reaching the limit.

venience products such as chicken nuggets, cordon bleu prod-

Our potential there is around 3,000 tons per month.”

ucts, schnitzel, croquettes, burgers, and kebabs. The products

There are around 880 poultry farmers under contract to Sen-

are sold throughout the country via 19 regional offices and 60

pilic. Two hatchery sites and 24 breeding stations are involved in

distributors, and modern refrigerated vehicles take the products

the rearing of poultry, which is prepared for further processing

rapidly to their destination.

in two abattoirs. Around 4.2 million eggs per week are hatched
in the highly modern hatchery facilities, which are certified to
ISO 9000. This means Senpilic is among the largest such opera-

DYNAMIC GROWTH

tions in the whole of Europe. The abattoirs also meet the highest

In the years since the founding of the company, the production

European standards as regards quality, safety and hygiene, and

capacity has been constantly increased to match rising demand,

these include ISO 22000 and the Halal regulations of the Turkish

and everything has been financed through the company’s own

Standards Institution (TSE). The operation in Söğütlü is also one

capital. The production capacity increased tenfold in just the

of the first in Turkey to be certified in accordance with HACCP

period from 2000 to 2016. “That is an excellent benchmark not

13001.

just

within

tor

but

the

Turkish

food

sec-

also in all

FOOD SAFETY AS THE FIRST RULE
The company has been working with MULTIVAC since 2015. Two
machines had already been in operation, when a third was
added in August 2017. The market for processed food in
Turkey is on a strong upward curve, and demand
is increasing constantly. “The number of
machines reflects the growth in our production volume,” explains Bengü
Küçük,

adding:

“Despite

mass production methods, food safety is
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In order to achieve these ambitious objectives, the poultry
producer also knows it is necessary to reduce operating costs,
use existing resources in a responsible way and maintain or even
increase the very high quality of the products - both with the
standard products and with innovative new recipes, which give
the company new impetus in the market. It was for this reason,
that it could only be a question of MULTIVAC as the solution
supplier for the packaging procedure. The crucial factors in the
decision were primarily the output capacity and flexibility of the
machines, so the demand could be met not just today but also
in the medium term. Parallel to this, a major role was also played
by the efficiency and process reliability of the machines, as well
as the quality criteria, particularly as regards the packs. “We had
to ensure the MAP packs would be sealed absolutely securely,
and the atmosphere exchange would take place exactly as we
had defined it.” This factor, together with a high level of hygiene
awareness, has a very positive effect on the shelf life of the delicate food products, and there has been a significant improvement in the shelf life.

R 245 AND F 200 – A DOUBLE SUCCESS
The two thermoforming packaging machines, the R 245 and
F 200, which are now in use at Senpilic, not only fulfil all the
requirements, which the poultry processor demands of a modern
packaging procedure, but also enable a wide variety of products
to be packed. The range extends today from various delicatessen
specialities to cooked products and convenience foods, and right
up to meat balls and breaded meat products.
The R 245 is used primarily to pack Sucuk, a powerfully spiced
raw sausage, which is either sliced or produced in a ring shape.
This Turkish sausage is mostly eaten warm either at breakfast or
an absolute must for us. Since the company was founded, we

as a snack in pitta bread, and it is also used as a filling for Gözleme

have been systematically investing in modern production tech-

flatbreads and pastries. Small cocktail sausages are also packed

nology, and we are always matching our standards to the require-

in thermoformed packs. The machine offers the ideal solution for

ments of the market. We align every individual process stage,

Senpilic’s requirements: it is equipped with the proven drawer

from processing through to dispatch, with our own very strict

system for the simple change of forming and sealing die parts, as

basic principles. In the final analysis, consumers must always be

well as hinged side frames and a film quick-change system. This

able to rely on getting healthy and safe white meat from us at a

ensures the maximum flexibility and a quick conversion to other

fair price.”

pack formats. Even more complex pack shapes can be produced

R 245

R 245* THERMOFORMING PACKAGING MACHINE
Cut-off length (mm)

< 700

Forming depth (mm)

< 150

Output (cycles/min)
Hygiene standard

*Depending on the equipment

< 15
MULTIVAC Hygienic Design™

at high output on the R 245. From the very beginning, everyone at

we place on observing the statutory requirements in regard to

Senpilic was very impressed with the capacity, speed and form-

product labelling and the traceability of our products through the

ing system of the machine.

entire process chain,” explains Bengü Küçük.

The second model, the F 200, is used primarily for packing

Although initially Senpilic was mainly focused on the out-

the company’s top product, the doner kebab for eating at home.

put capability of the machines in order to achieve their ambi-

Tastily spiced and attractively packaged, this most well-known

tious objectives, the company was also very appreciative of

of Turkish culinary specialities is currently the top seller among

MULTIVAC’s international orientation as market leader with its

Senpilic’s range of products.

technical support and professional local customer care, as well

The F 200 also enables individual pack designs to be pro-

as its outstanding expertise in the packaging sector and the trust-

duced, and it is characterised by an attractive price/performance

worthiness of the project team. “If one wants to be successful

ratio. It is able to run both flexible and rigid films with a thickness

for the long term, as we do, and remain at the top in the market,

of up to 500 µm.

you have to be able to rely on your business partners and find a
solution which exactly meets your specific requirements,” con-

GOOD PACKAGING HAS THE EFFECT OF PROMOTING THE

firms Bengü Küçük.
All the project objectives were able to be achieved with

BRAND

MULTIVAC without any significant problems: the production

The company sees a reliable and attractive pack, together with

capacity has been increased to the desired level, the costs

the right labelling, as underlining the quality of the product and

have been reduced significantly, the process reliability has been

ensuring it achieves a high level of acceptance in the market.

increased and all the quality criteria met in full. The great reliability

“Our brand is established and therefore high-value. Our aware-

of the machines is also of major importance to Senpilic, since

ness of our responsibilities is manifested not only in the appetis-

“one fault in the packaging procedure can often have huge con-

ing food, which is perfectly packed in an hygienic manufacturing

sequences for the entire production process.”

and packaging procedure, but also in the great importance that

F 200

F 200 BASELINE* THERMOFORMING PACKAGING MACHINE
Cut-off length (mm)

< 500

Forming depth (mm)

< 130

Output (cycles/min)
Hygiene standard
*Depending on the equipment

< 12

MULTIVAC Hygienic Design™
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RELIABLE PACKAGING SOLUTION IN 24-HOUR
OPERATION
Operating under contract to well-known brand owners, T.H.E.M. packs a wide range of different food and non-food products in 24-hour operation. The US Company has been supported
in this since the middle of 2014 with a R 535 thermo-former by MULTIVAC. But MULTIVAC is
more than just a machine supplier – the two companies are bound by a strategic partnership.

MULTIVAC MILESTONES AT T.H.E.M.
June 2014: Installation of first R 535 thermoforming packaging machine – a very adaptable
machine used to help T.H.E.M. customer’s prototype, test-market and produce at low or medium
volumes. It is equipped to run PS for Snapsil and
standard portion packs
October 2016: Installation of T 300 H traysealer
– Packs non-food products in preformed PP and
PS shells
December 2016: Installation of second R 535
thermoforming packaging machine – Packs salad
dressing in 3 Snapsil portion packs, 1 multi-pack,
1 standard pack with MAP in PS
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T.H.E.M. specializes in the production of attractive and innovative
disposable packs for food and non-food products. The abbrevia-

INDIVIDUAL PACKS OF HIGH QUALITY

tion stands for Technical Help in Engineering and Marketing. The

Only small quantities of disposable blister packs had been pro-

private company, which was founded in 1973 as one of the first

duced up to that point. This was due to change with the acqui-

suppliers of innovative packaging solutions with its headquarters

sition of packaging machines from MULTIVAC. The initial chal-

in Marlton, New Jersey, has a very diverse range of activities. The

lenge was primarily to find reliable high-output models, which

company is registered with the FDA and has Safe Quality Food

could operate faultlessly in 24-hour operation and guarantee a

(SQF) certification. This means that the contract packer is among

high level of availability and efficiency, as well as being capable of

those companies, which manufacture, process and handle food

being converted quickly to different formats. The machines also

to the highest possible standards.

had to be capable of being combined with filling and weighing

Some of the company’s most important products are stick packs

equipment. They also had to meet all the relevant requirements

for powders, paste-like products and liquids. T.H.E.M. was not

on formats, pack designs, hygiene and pack quality. “We match

just one of the first suppliers of such packaging solutions in the

all our packs precisely to the particular needs of the customer.

North American market, it has since become the leading supplier.

This means that we also take into account all visual and sensory

With a total of eight lines, the company can process quantities

aspects of the packs, as well as the functional elements such

between 10,000 units and 100 million. The spectrum of products

as opening aids like ‘Snap & Peel’, ‘Snap open’ and ‘Peel back’,”

ranges from portion packs of mayonnaise, ketchup, mustard and

explains Tom Martin.

barbecue sauce through to packs of syrups and cooking oils and
right up to nutraceutical and cosmetic products.

The packs produced on the different MULTIVAC lines use a
wide range of packaging materials. The shelf life of the packaged
products ranges from nine months to two years.

A MASSIVE VARIETY
In addition to this however, a wide range of food products, drinks,

FOOD PRODUCTS PACKED ON THERMOFORMING

cosmetics, and nutraceuticals, THEM has opened a second facil-

PACKAGING MACHINE

ity where non-food items are filled and packed in film pouches

Since December 2016 a freely configurable R 535 thermoform-

and other packettes at an output of up to 2,400 packs per line

ing packaging machine, complete with gas flushing system, has

per minute. The variety of products and packs at the two facilities

been in use in the company’s food packing sector. At that time,

is enormous, and the filling volume ranges from 1 to 70 millili-

T.H.E.M. already worked with a R 535 thermoforming packaging

ters. The Ranch salad dressing for example is packed in units of

machine that allowed customers to prototype, test-market and

1.5 fluid ounces (approx. 44 milliliters), while a typical liquid plant

produce Snapsil and portion packs at low or medium volumes.

food is packed in a weight of 2 ounces (approx. 59 milliliters) and

Thus, the company opted for a second thermoforming pack-

a Bug Killer concentrate in a film pouch of 14 milliliters (approx.

aging machine that was purpose-built to produce five different

0,47 ounces).

salad dressing packages, three with Snapsil feature. The R 535

“Up to now we have not had the right equipment to be able to

offers the highest level of efficiency thanks to the lowest pos-

serve those new customers, which we wanted to gain in the mar-

sible consumption of packaging material and energy. With the

ket. The packaging procedure had to be changed and optimized,

most comprehensive range of equipment options on the market,

so that we could tap new customer potential,” explains Tom Mar-

the machine enables complex pack shapes to be produced at a

tin, Vice President and General Manager at T.H.E.M.

high cycle output. The newest R 535 at T.H.E.M. is also equipped

R 535

R 535* THERMOFORMING PACKAGING MACHINE
Cut-off length (mm)

< 1,300

Forming depth (mm)

< 210

Output (cycles/min)
Hygiene standard

*Depending on the equipment

< 20
MULTIVAC Hygienic Design™

1

2

3

4
5
7
6

8

1 – 2 The portion packs are automatically filled with avocado dip.
3 The R 535 enables the portion
packs to be produced very efficiently.
4 An inspection system checks
whether the packs have been correctly
filled.
5 The filled portion packs are sealed
with a printed upper web.
6 – 7 The portion packs are packed
manually into boxes.
8 The finished boxes are packed into
transport cases.
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with the KPS07 interchangeable matched male-female com-

wide variety of different shaped packages. The precision to which

plete cutting system with docking cart. This enables easy tooling

packs had to be formed, automatically liquid filled, sealed and cut

changeover.

around the perimeter in five different designs while minimizing
film waste is a feat of engineering. The resulting packages comprise a family of new, innovative, attractive and consumer-friendly

NON-FOOD PRODUCTS PACKED ON TRAYSEALER

salad dressing portion packages.

Since October 2016 in the new facility, non-food items have been

“The traysealing project was not that easy at all,” says Tom Mar-

packed on a highly flexible T 300 H traysealer. The smallest fully

tin. The die design in particular, as well as the fixed delivery date

automatic traysealer available from MULTIVAC is equipped at

and acceptance of the machines at T.H.E.M, were a challenge to

T.H.E.M. with a MULTIVAC Tray Carrier™ System. The Tray Carri-

the project group. The traysealer had to be matched to the spe-

ers are used as a transport system for those trays, which cannot

cific requirements of the contract packer. “It was a completely

be transported with standard systems due to their shape. They

new machine design, which had never been built in that way

can be can be loaded and unloaded by means of a gripper sys-

before“, adds Tom Martin.

tem. The use of the MULTIVAC Tray Carrier™ System increases

The VP of Operations is delighted with the very flexible and

flexibility and output of the traysealer with regard to processing

high-output machines, as well as with the excellent pack results

different tray geometries. The T 300 also enables fast die change

and professional MULTIVAC service. “This company not only

to be carried out, so that the machine can be quickly converted

builds superb packaging machines and has extensive project

to other pack formats. Thanks to the IPC06 machine control with

experience, it also provided professional support at every phase

touchscreen, its operation is very user-friendly. The machine at

of the project. No less important to us however is the fact, that

T.H.E.M was retrofit with two more sets of tooling and is now

our customers are highly impressed with the new products. That

able to run three different packages.

has also been a big success.”

THOROUGHLY SUCCESSFUL PROJECTS
Several hurdles had to be overcome, however, on the way to
success. The thermoforming project was complicated by the

T 300* TRAYSEALER
Pack tracks
Tray depth (mm)
Output (cycles/min)
Hygiene standard
*Depending on the equipment

≤3

T 300

< 125
≤ 10

MULTIVAC Hygienic Design™

1

2

3

4
5
7
6

8

1 A member of staff loads the
MULTIVAC Tray Carrier™ system.
2 The trays are filled with plant
nutrient.
3 The trays are sealed with upper
web.
4 The finished packs are removed
manually.

5

The film trim lattice is discharged.

6

The packs are labelled on the back.

7 – 8 Finished portion packs are
removed manually and packed into
boxes.
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POULTRY PRODUCTS OF THE HIGHEST QUALITY AND MULTIPLE PACKAGE VARIATIONS
Bell & Evans in Fredericksburg, Pennsylvania processes poultry
products of the highest quality. The renowned company with a long
tradition is not known for compromising when it comes to packing
its products. MULTIVAC thermoform packaging machines have been
successfully in use at the company for a number of years to produce
high-quality FormShrink® packs. Over time, additional packaging
machines have been added in succession – among them five complex
packaging lines, which were installed at the same time in 2015, to produce MultiFresh™ packs.
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R 225

R 225* THERMOFORMING PACKAGING MACHINE
Cut-off length (mm)

< 600

Forming depth (mm)

< 130

Output (cycles/min)
Hygiene standard

*Depending on the equipment

< 12
MULTIVAC Hygienic Design™

A

total of 14 MULTIVAC machines are currently in use
at Bell & Evans and pack a wide range of poultry

HIGH-QUALITY POULTRY PRODUCTS IN MULTIPLE PACK-

products in attractive packs. “MULTIVAC is the mar-

AGING VARIATIONS

ket leader and offers the best packaging systems

The product range, which sits at the top end of the market, is

worldwide. It is also a family-owned company, much like Bell

systematically adapted to constantly changing consumer behav-

& Evans, which has been established in the market since 1894.

ior. The range of products includes fresh whole chickens, poul-

Both companies base their business dealings on similar values.

try cuts and ground meat. In addition to these, there are also

We were, of course, very appreciative of this from the start,”

other further processed items such as chicken nuggets, chicken

explains Scott Sechler Sr., President and Chairman as well as

burgers and fully cooked grilled chicken breasts, which only have

owner of the American poultry producer.

to be heated for several minutes before being ready to eat. The

The company was founded in 1894 by Howard H. Bell and

products processed are primarily chicken, however, Bell & Evans

Carlton Evans. This makes Bell & Evans one of the oldest brands

also offers turkey, duck and cornish hens. The poultry producer’s

of poultry products in the US – and the two founders acted as pio-

target groups include upmarket restaurants, premium butcher

neers in the sector of natural and naturally produced food prod-

shops, specialty organic retailers and several hand-selected

ucts. Milestones in the company’s history include the building of

supermarkets. Their successful business model is essentially

a large production site in Bellmawr (New Jersey) in 1910, as well

based on Scott Sechler’s simple but lucrative vision – his aim is

as the purchase of the company in 1984 by Scott Sechler Sr. At

to effectively live up to his quality claim by processing the best

the turn of the millennium, Bell & Evans already employed around

poultry in the best way.

700 staff and worked in cooperation with more than 90 family

All the animals therefore come from an animal-welfare-fo-

agricultural businesses. Today, Bell & Evans employs over 1,700

cused rearing and grow without antibiotics or hormone supple-

team members and partners with 130 family farms.

ments. They eat only corn, soy beans, vitamins and minerals, and

R 245

R 245* THERMOFORMING PACKAGING MACHINE
Cut-off length (mm)

< 700

Forming depth (mm)

< 150

Output (cycles/min)
Hygiene standard
*Depending on the equipment

< 15

MULTIVAC Hygienic Design™
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they drink only clear, fresh water. But Bell & Evans does not just
place great emphasis on the well-being of the animals to, they
also insist on processing and packaging procedures, which are in
harmony with the company’s ecological convictions. To this end,
the company uses a 100% Air Chilled process, which is based
on air cooling and saves millions of liters of water every year.
While traditional chilling methods require chlorinated water, that
is absorbed by the chicken and dilutes its natural juices, the 100%
Air Chilled method goes without the addition of water or chlorine.

FOCUS ON SUSTAINABILITY
“This technology also brings significant benefits for the product
to the end consumer,” says the company President. “It enables
us to ensure that the meat remains tender and tasty because it
does not have to be cooled with chlorinated iced water, and it
matures in its own natural juice.”
There are no compromises for Bell & Evans either when it
comes to packing its products. The decision was made in 2007
for the first machines from MULTIVAC “and we have not regretted that decision once,” confirms Scott Sechler. The first project
was to implement a solution for packing whole chickens with
FormShrink®, an effective alternative to packing in shrink bags.
Thermoforming films with special shrink properties, which are
activated in a shrink tunnel, are used for this packaging procedure. The result is attractive packs, which envelop the products
like a second skin. The overhanging film trim that is familiar in
conventional packaging in pouches is minimized. The process is
particularly efficient, because it enables the open pack cavities to
be filled easily and cleanly from above, which means that it can be
largely automated. The process also offers benefits to retailers:
the film’s high level of transparency enables unclouded product
presentation and packs with impressive luster to be achieved.

ATTRACTIVE PACKS UNDERLINE THE VALUE OF THE
BRAND
Following the FormShrink® for whole chickens, solutions for the
skin packaging of poultry cuts and large family packs came next.

R 555

R 555* THERMOFORMING PACKAGING MACHINE
Cut-off length (mm)

< 1,000

Forming depth (mm)

< 190

Output (cycles/min)
Hygiene standard

*Depending on the equipment

< 12
MULTIVAC Hygienic Design™

“Pack quality and attractive presentation at the point of sale are
of course very important to us. They enable us to emphasize the
quality of our products and our brand, and they distinguish our
products clearly from the others in the marketplace. However,
the poultry products from Bell & Evans are premium priced versus conventional or commodity products offered in stores,” adds
the company President. Other aspects, which are very important
to this US company, are the shelf life of their food products, the
security of the packs and, on the processing side, a high level of
efficiency including the cost-effectiveness of the entire processing and packaging procedure. As Scott Sechler says: “It is of great
benefit to us that we can use the same packaging for our fresh
as well as our frozen products. The solutions from MULTIVAC for
shrink and skin packaging are exactly what we were looking for.
They are perfectly tailored to our needs.”

14 MULTIVAC THERMOFORMING PACKAGING LINES
ENSURE THAT PERFECT PACK RESULTS ARE
ACHIEVED
The range of machinery at Bell
& Evans currently includes six

FORMSHRINK

packaging lines with R 575 MF

®

high-output thermoform packaging machines. The first five

The FormShrink® process uses special, extremely

models were put into service

shrinkable thermoforming films. The finished packs

in the autumn of 2015 – install-

pass through a shrink unit.The shrink properties of the

ing these while the business
was operating turned out to be

film are activated by the heat effect of the hot water,

a real challenge. But neverthe-

and the film then lies tightly around the product.

less, everyone at the company in
Pennsylvania is very satisfied with
the result. The machine enables MultiFresh™ vacuum skin packs to be produced
in very large batches, and it offers great versatility
in the range of MultiFresh™ applications. Five of the six models at Bell & Evans are equipped for LipFORM applications as a
cost-effective alternative to packing with pre-made trays.

R 575 MF
R 575 MF* THERMOFORMING PACKAGING MACHINE
Cut-off length (mm)

< 900

Forming depth (mm)

< 50

Max. product protrusion (mm)
Hygiene standard

*Depending on the equipment

< 95

MULTIVAC Hygienic Design™
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In addition to this, five R 245 lines pack a range of products,
such as 20 lb. bulk packs for higher volume foodservice companies, as well as smaller individual and family packs, which are sold
through retailers. Bell & Evans also serves the international market with 10 lb. packs of poultry cuts, which are produced on the
R 245 machines. This model is a freely configurable thermoform
packaging machine in the mid-output range. Its extensive choice
of equipment options can also produce complex pack shapes at
a high cycle output. It offers a high level of efficiency thanks to
its effective use of packaging materials and energy, which assists
this poultry company with keeping its eye on sustainability and
environmental awareness.
Another packaging solution is currently in its test phase to
pack whole chickens in Mylar® COOK film. This film enables the
product to be cooked with minimum effort and maximum aroma
thanks to films, which have been specially developed for this process. Since the films can be used in a temperature range of -60 to
+218 °C, the packaged food can be stored as chilled or frozen and
then cooked in the oven or microwave. The moisture and aromas
in the food are retained during cooking in the sealed pack. Upon
reaching a defined pressure, the package opens automatically in
the oven, and the browning process starts.
Whole chickens will also continue to be
packed with the FormShrink® process
on two R 555 machines. This thermoform packaging machine enables
high-quality shrink packs to be
produced

in

large

batches,

and it provides a significantly
extended shelf life for the
packed product when compared with shrink bags.
The latest arrival is an economical R 225 machine in the
medium output range, which
started service in June 2017 for
producing large-size packs. It offers an
attractive price/performance ratio with its
practical selection of equipment options.

SYSTEM EXPERTISE IS IN DEMAND
Scott Sechler particularly appreciates the market leading system
expertise. “We also use MULTIVAC’s labelling systems for base
labelling as well as for applying labels to the top of the packs.
They are perfectly designed for our machines, and they are fully
integrated into the lines. We have found they are the best solution for our high-quality products. Overall, the installation of our
machines went to plan. The introduction of new technology can
sometimes seem a bit painful. The learning curve to perfect the
machine settings and film characteristics proved to be quite
steep, but we are thrilled with the end result,” says the company
President.

MULTIFRESH™
MultiFresh™ vacuum skin packaging uses a special
skin film, which encloses the product without tension like a second skin and seals to the entire surface
of the lower web. The upper web passes through a
heating station to activate the film properties, and it
is then pre-stretched in the sealing die.

The new packs from Bell & Evans have been very well received
in the market. They are not only attractive but also convey to the
consumer that the top-class products are fresh and of the highest
quality. Thanks to these skin packs, the poultry products have a
long shelf life and retain their natural juices, while there is virtually
no loss of quality. “With Bell & Evans as the market leader, we
have to positively set ourselves apart from our competitors in all
aspects. This also makes it more difficult for others to copy our
products and packs – and makes it easier for us to maintain our
leading market position now and in the future,” says Scott Sechler
in summary.

MYLAR® COOK
Mylar® COOK and Mylar® BAKE revolutionise the preparation of
oven-ready packaged foods. Mylar® COOK is used for products
containing protein, such as meat, fish and poultry, as well as
vegetables and convenience foods. The primary applications are
products that are flavoured with marinades, spices and sauces.

210 °C
220°C
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MULTIVAC’S
OWN TRADE
FAIR CONSTRUCTION
Trade fairs have always been one of the most
important components in the
marketing mix for MULTIVAC, and about 100
trade fairs around the world are attended
annually by MULTIVAC. Stand construction
for the company’s trade fair activity in Europe
has been carried out for a number of years
now by its own Stand Construction
Organisation. UPDATE spoke to Valeska
Haux, who is responsible for Corporate
Marketing at MULTIVAC, about the
benefits that arise from this for her team and
MULTIVAC.

INTERVIEW WITH MRS VALESKA
HAUX, VICE PRESIDENT CORPORATE
MARKETING

Mrs Haux, MULTIVAC is represented at
some 100 trade fairs worldwide every
year – and you participate at the leading
international trade fairs with stand sizes
of often more than 1,000 m2, and in many
cases with several stands. In your view,
what importance do trade fairs generally
have in the marketing mix for companies
in the machine and equipment construction sector?

T

rade fairs continue to play a very
large role as a communication
platform in the machine and
equipment construction sector.
The leading trade fairs in particular are
often used today to present innovations to
the international public. For us, some of
the most important aspects also include the
acquisition of new customers and the cultivation of existing customer relationships. One
can say in summary, that we want to help all
visitors attending our exhibition stands to fully
experience the MULTIVAC brand.

How does your program for trade fairs in
2018 look in concrete terms?

The trade fair calendar for 2018 is shaped by
two globally leading trade fairs: at the end
of March we will be presenting our packaging solutions for the food-processing industry at Anuga FoodTec. At ACHEMA, which
takes place in June in Frankfurt, we will be
presenting solutions for packaging sterile medical products and pharmaceuticals.
But other international trade fairs, such as
FachPack in the autumn, are also very
important to us, and there is of course a similar focus on these trade fairs.

The range of trade fairs is very wide …

Firstly the facts. Our trade fair calendar
usually covers the technology exhibitions,
in our case packaging trade fairs. But we
also exhibit at trade fairs, which are based
around certain product sectors – these
Valeska Haux, Vice President Corporate Marketing

are for example trade fairs for various food sectors or for the
medical and pharmaceutical industries. In the case of trade fairs
for the food industry, I am thinking in particular of events for the
meat-processing industry, such as IFFA or Süffa, or of trade fairs
for the fish industry like Seafood Processing in Brussels.

With the arrival of MULTIVAC home., you are entering new
territory, since this evacuation device is primarily directed
towards the end user. Will you therefore also be looking in
future at B2C trade fairs for marketing the new product line?

Absolutely. We are convinced that events in the B2C sector will
continue to be an important sales channel for products of this
type. We will therefore be present in 2018 with our home. product
at the established end-user trade fairs. We have developed a new
exhibition stand concept for this, and we are looking forward
to presenting our home. product and its many applications to
amateur chefs and foodies.

Can you explain the reasons, why for a number of years
now you have no longer used exhibition stand construction
companies, but rather undertaken stand construction completely within your own control?

Of course. In the Marketing department at MULTIVAC, we have
taken stand construction in-house as well as other disciplines,
such as online marketing and video production. I can say with
some pride, that my team in Corporate Marketing today can
cover all the disciplines of a typical marketing agency - and
all these at a very high level of quality. We have in effect our
own in-house agency. This means we benefit in particular from
an unusually high level of flexibility and speed of implementation, since there is no requirement in complex projects (and I
include trade fair projects in these) to undertake time-consuming
briefing of external service providers or be part of feedback
loops that take up time.
An essential basic precondition for establishing an in-house
agency is of course a team of motivated and qualified staff,
who always have their finger on the “pulse of the moment” and
are agile enough to be able to think “outside the box” in their
particular discipline, while driving forward new developments
in their specific areas. I believe one can see from our presence at
trade fairs, that we all work very professionally and are always
able to set MULTIVAC on the ideal stage for the requirements
and objectives that are placed upon us.

What other benefits result in your view from your own stand
construction?

As I have already indicated, it enables us to be very
flexible and dynamic in implementing ideas. Our stand concept,
which reflects our brand image very consistently in terms of
visualisation and quality, can be scaled up or down very flexibly,

which means it can be individually designed to the particular
requirements of our sales organisations. We now also have
a comprehensive array of materials and furniture for stand
construction, much of which we have developed ourselves and
which contributes to a uniform brand experience on our stand.
In addition to this, our learning curve gains in dynamism
from trade fair to trade fair, so we are always able to improve.
Our stand construction team can call on an immense wealth
of experience, which has been formed over many successful
projects and is constantly being expanded.

In addition to systematic project management and a sufficiently large team, it is also necessary for a successful presence at a trade fair of any size to have plenty of
know-how, even more commitment, efficient logistics and a
great deal of creativity. Mrs Haux, how have you structured
your departments, so that participation in every trade fair is
always a success?

We have become so routinely familiar with the operational implementation of stand construction, that there are always available
resources within the trade fair team and adjoining departments
to continuously develop or redevelop our presence at trade
fairs. In my experience, creativity can only begin, when the
operational environment is running smoothly.
It is for this reason, that we continue to invest resources
in developing and producing suitable communication media
for the exhibition stand and for marketing activity before and
after the trade fair. A prime example of this are performance
marketing campaigns, which are carried out with the aim of
attracting visitors prior to a trade fair.
In the case of large trade fair projects in particular, we work
very intensively between the various disciplines during the
conception phase of the project, so that we benefit from the
know-how of the different areas. The success of large projects for
leading trade fairs stands or falls however by the efforts of a
team of motivated staff, who look at the project in the round
and give each other mutual support irrespective of their own
particular responsibilities.

What in your opinion is the successful hallmark of an exhibition stand or the presence at a trade fair - measured by the
reception to the products that you present and the discussions you have with customers?

We are very aware, that visitors to our exhibition stands
continue to want to experience our products “live”, particularly
as regards product innovations. But I am firmly convinced, that
the most important ambassadors on an exhibition stand are however our staff. I therefore consider it part of my job, together
with my team, to create a suitable framework, in which our Sales
colleagues can present our products to the stand visitors and
thereby convey a brand experience.
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Let us look for a moment into the future: In your opinion, how will trade fairs develop in the coming years?
And as a result of these developments, which trade fair
concepts will be successful in future?

In my view, trade fairs will continue to be a force in
future as well. I am certain however, that channels of
information for decision makers in our industry will change
in the short to medium term. Online media are already
playing an important role in providing information in
advance of investment decisions, and I assume that this
trend will increase in future. The strength of an exhibition
stand is however, that a brand experience can be conveyed
directly as regards product, space and human contact. In
future it will be a case of combining the different “touch
points” in such a way, that we can accompany our customers along the so-called “customer journey” by providing them with the individual information, which precisely
meets their needs and vision. This also includes adjusting
the stand concept to the particular trends of the day – at
MULTIVAC we already offer our stand visitors a range of
media, experiences and stand spaces, as well as the facility
for rapid orientation within a multi-layered concept, which
can only live up to the brand image if it works as a unified
whole. This means it is not our company, which is the focus
of our thinking, but exclusively the stand visitor, in other
words our customers, potential customers and business
partners.

Many thanks, Mrs Haux, for the very interesting insight!
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HIGHEST LEVEL OF OUTPUT AND PACK
QUALITY!
BETTER PACKAGING WITH MULTIVAC CHAMBER MACHINES
Successful and high-quality vacuum packaging is simple
with MULTIVAC chamber machines. This means a long
lifespan, a high level of reliability and the best service are
guaranteed. Even inexperienced personnel are able to pack
reliably and efficiently. MULTIVAC chamber machines are
therefore the ideal vacuum packing solution for butcher
shops, restaurants, hotels, cheese dairies, direct marketing companies and farm shops. They can also be used for a
wide range of consumer and industrial products.
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Make sure of price!
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To

City

Country

ExpoANTAD & Alimentaria 2018

2018-03-06

2018-03-08

Guadalajara

Mexico

Sino-Pack 2018

2018-03-10

2018-03-12

Guangzhou

China

Seafood Expo

2018-03-11

2018-03-13

Boston, MA

United States

CFIA Rennes

2018-03-13

2018-03-15

Rennes

France

Taipei International Bakery Show

2018-03-15

2018-03-18

Taipei

Taiwan

FoodExpo

2018-03-18

2018-03-20

Herning

Denmark

Anuga FoodTec

2018-03-20

2018-03-23

Cologne

Germany

EMPACK

2018-04-10

2018-04-12

Utrecht

Netherlands

Easyfairs

2018-04-11

2018-04-12

Zurich

Switzerland

foodex

2018-04-16

2018-04-18

Birmingham

UK

Farm Shop & Deli Show

2018-04-16

2018-04-18

Birmingham

UK

Foods and Drinks in the Hospitality 2018

2018-04-18

2018-04-18

Golden Sands

Bulgaria

National Culinary Cup of Bulgaria

2018-04-19

2018-04-20

Plovdiv

Bulgaria

Pharma Kongress

2018-04-24

2018-04-25

Düsseldorf

Germany

Seafood Processing

2018-04-24

2018-04-26

Brussels

Belgium

FoodTech Barcelona (BTA)

2018-05-08

2018-05-11

Barcelona

Spain

SIAL China 2018

2018-05-16

2018-05-18

Shanghai

China

MEAT-TECH

2018-05-29

2018-06-01

Rho, Milano

Italy

Commercial Kitchen Show

2018-06-05

2018-06-06

Birmingham

UK

Expo Pack 2018

2018-06-05

2018-06-08

Mexico City

Mexico

Achema

2018-06-11

2018-06-15

Frankfurt

Germany

Fispal Tecnologia

2018-06-26

2018-06-29

São Paulo

Brazil

APRIL

From

MAY

Trade fair

MARCH

2018

JUNE
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City

Country

American Association of Meat Processors (AAMP)

2018-07-19

2018-07-21

Kansas City, MO

United States

ANUTEC Brasil

2018-08-07

2018-08-09

Pinhais

Brazil

Fine Foods Australia 2018

2018-09-10

2018-09-13

Melbourne

Australia

iba

2018-09-15

2018-09-20

Munich

Germany

FachPack

2018-09-25

2018-09-27

Nuremberg

Germany

BROODWAY & MEAT EXPO 2018

2018-09-30

2018-10-03

Kortrijk

Belgium

POLAGRA-TECH

2018-09-30

2018-10-04

Poznan

Poland

Syskevasia 2018

2018-10-12

2018-10-15

Athens

Greece

Pack Expo

2018-10-14

2018-10-17

Chicago, IL

United States

Healthcare Expo

2018-10-14

2018-10-17

Chicago, IL

United States

SÜFFA

2018-10-16

2018-10-20

Stuttgart

Germany

Foodtech Packtech 2018

2018-10-18

2018-10-20

Auckland

New Zealand

Scanpack

2018-10-23

2018-10-26

Gothenburg

Sweden

Meatmania

2018-11-07

2018-11-10

Sofia

Bulgaria

SIHRE

2018-11-07

2018-11-10

Sofia

Bulgaria

COMPAMED

2018-11-12

2018-11-15

Düsseldorf

Germany

FoodTech

2018-11-13

2018-11-15

Herning

Denmark

Foods and Drinks in the Hospitality 2018

2018-11-15

2018-11-15

Bansko

Bulgaria

all4pack

2018-11-26

2018-11-29

Villepinte

France
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